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Persistent in the Right; Fearless in Opposing Wrong,

C O LLEQ EV ILLBj ZPEHSTTSP.A-, A P R IL 3, 1 8 8 4 .

W H O L E ISTTTlVlBEPi,, 4 5 0 -

Breaking a Mustang.
W h y Apprentices are Scarce.
A Secret W ell Kept.
profound reverie until Fleming plucked given ! How she would desp-.se us both she said hurriedly ; “ lie has heard of
my misfortune. Tell me, oh, tell me,
when she came to know the truth!
me by the arm and said, impatiently :
In an entertaining paper in the
A contemporary writer says it is
Between forty and fifty years ago an
This strange correspondence con has he asked to be relieved ?”
An old man sits In his garden chair,
“ Well, what is your decision ? Will
March St. Nicholas entitled “Among
principally
because
of
the
conceit
of
old
log
church
stood
on
the
South
“ He has,” I replied ; “ he deserts
Watching the sunlit western sky ;
tinued throughout the winter. I could
you write to her?”
Commons in Alleghenej' City. It was weak and foolish parents, who could the Mustangs,” Noah Brooks gives the
What sees he in the bine depth there,
you
in your trouble.”
In an instant the thought entered my, not break the fatal chain I had bound
then
in the open country. Adjoining not think of allowing their boys to soil following graphic account of the meth
Where only the Isles of Memory lie t
“ Thank heaven !” she cried, sitting
There aye princely towers and castles high,
brain that, though she could never be arouud myself. Every word from her
and
belonging
to the .church was a their hands with manual labor, or tar ods of capturing and breaking the wild
I could not down and covering her face with her
There are gardens fairer than human ken, : nothing more than a pleasant vision to was as precious as life.
graveyard,
fronting
on the public road. nish their pedigree by associating with horse of the prairies : “Riding at full
There are happy children thronging by,
voluntarily exile mj’self from her handkerchief. After a moment she be
me,
I
might
at
least
retain
the
bitter
About daybreak one morning in 1840 common workmen. Many and many a speed, the Mexican’s career over the
Radiant women and stately men,
in hatred and contempt. No, the end came calmer, and looking at me with a
happiness
of
holding
intercourse
with
'
Singing with voices of sweet attune
a farmer who was on his way to Pitts young man have I known whose apti> plains like wild men, whirling their
smile, continued :
The songs of the Land of the Afternoon.
her for a time, even if under another would come soon enough in the inevit
tudes called to him with all the im- 1 coiled lariats, or lassos, over their
“ I find it hard to understand my own burg witlka load of dressed meat heard
The end was
man ’8 name
The temptation was ir- able course of events.
The old man watches a form of cloud
perious demands of instinct to learn a heads as they fly. Their horses are
mind. When I met Willard Fleming sounds issuing from the graveyard as
nearer than I knew.
• That floats where the azure islands are,
trade,
but he was prevented from doinjj covered with foam, and often bleeding
resistable, and I yielded.
if some one was knocking a box to
And he sees a homes tad gray and loved,
There came a letter from her—shall I in New York, I was not impressed pieces with an axe.
so
by
his
parents, who preferred to see from the cruel spur with which they
“
Yes,”
I
replied,
“
I
will
write
your
He
climbed
the
And a hand th at beckons him afar.
favorably with him. As our correspon
ever
forgot
it
?—which,
in
its
tender
him
filling
the more important and dig are urged,.on. The earth trembles under
fence
and
stole
along
in
the
direction
Of
0 cheek of roses and hair of gold !
letters.”
dence continued I learned to love him
O eyes of heaven’s dlvinest blue !
“ The thing is done then,” he said outpouring of love, left me no alterna for his letters. They were those of a the sounds.
He had gone . a short nified position of clerk, often working the tramp of many hoofs beating the
Long have ye lain in the graveyard mould—
rubbing his hands gleefully.
“ I shall tive but to make a full declaration and noble, true-hearted man. Yet when I distance when he found a man engaged fifteen hours a day for $15 per month, solid ground, as pursuer and pursued
But love is Infinite, love is true ;
owe you the handsomest wife in Amer ask her hand—in the name of Willard came back I was cruelly disappointed. in robbing a grave. He had been so and sometimes yielding to the small gallop madly far and wide. Suddenly
He will find her—yes—it must be soon ;
Fleming. As I finished it I felt a sense
temptation to leave unpaid his tailor’s the lariat sings through the air, its
They will meet in the Land of the Afternoon.
ica, and a half million, besides.”
The man I loved, the man who wrote absorbed in his work that he had not
of
sorrowful
relief.
The
die
was
cast.
and washerwoman’s bills. Or if lie noose opens itself and drops over the
I turned away with a throb of indig
The sky has changed, and a wreck of cloud
those letters had ceased to be. William heard the approach of his discoverer
Two
weeks
later
I
received
her
ac
escaped the clerkship, lie was almost head of a terrified fugitive, the hunter’s
Is driving athw art its troubled face,
nant envy, and left him exulting over
Fleming impressed me, as at first as a and he was in the act of lifting the
The golden mist is a trailing shroud,
ceptance.
She
was
Willard
Fleming’s
sure to be found among the luckless steed instantly braces, itself with its
his anticipated success. That night I
cold, trifling, selfish man. I would body from the coffin when he heard 1he
I t is cold and bleak in the garden place.
betrothed
wife.
She
had
resolved
to
ninety and nine professional men who four feet and drops on its haunches so
wrote my first letter to her and signed
The old man smiles and droops his head,
sooner have died than marry him, yet footsteps of the farmer. The grave
cut.her
European
tour
short
by
several
stand off and eye with green envy the as to make an achorage, as it were, for
I put all my
The thin hair blows from his wrinkled brow, it Willard Fleming.
I had no excuse. He has given me one, was that of a prominent young woman
one in the round hundred who has the caught mustang. And there is no
The sunset radiance has' appeared
strength into it, shadowing out the con months and return to America. She
but the mystery remains. H is a man who had been buried the day before.
O’er every wasted feature now ,
flicting emotions which filled me.
I confssed she could not be happy now
The farmer was so filled with hoi’ror made a success. It is not lack of at escape now for the captive.
two souls, or who was it that wrote me
One sigh exhales like a breath in J une—
“The hunter next blinds his prize,
unless
near
me—alas,
not
me
!
but
the
felt
that
it
could
not
fail
to
have
its
and indignation at the crime that before tention to the new workman that is
He has found the Land of thé Afternoon.
those letters ?”
lowering the standard in mechanical takes a turn of the lariat around its
effect, for.I was writingfar-myselfl-—as man who had never offered her one
the
man
could
spring
out
he
seized
a
“The man stands before you,” I re
trades, but the folly of parents in clos forelegs, forces a heavy . bit into its
I should have written had it ; been- •my tender word, nor felt one thrill of re
plied, in a broken voice,; I wrote those club that lay near, and delt the robber
ing the doors of the trades in month, and at once,begins to , “break”
right to address her in my own name. gard for her, Willard Fleming.
a
powerful
blow
on
the
head.
The
man
letters.”.
the face of their sons, and in the it to the saddlev How do yuu suppose
Willard was in high spirits at the
L mailed it two days later, knowing it
fell
into
the
grave
and
neither
uttered
Then I confessed the whole miser
' I had found my hat and was seeking would reacli her shortly after her arri- iprospect of the successful termination able deception, without sparing my a sound nor moved after falling. The absence of good material we get bad. the poor mustang feels when it finds
of his extraordinary courtship.
farmer became alarmed. Dropping in It is very often Hie case that we get itself saddled, bridled-and straddled by
an opportunity of making my escape val.
own weakness and folly,.
hold of a boy .who has but few or no a tyrant man ? In vain it ‘jumps stiff
“I
’m
much
obliged
to
you,old
fellow,’
I waited impatiently for her reply.
unobserved, when my friend William
“If love be any excuse,” I concluded, to the grave himself, he raised the
he
said,
patronizingly.
“You
have
done
Willard had arranged to have her «let- •
The grave robber was qualifications, natural or acquired, for legged,! plunges and ‘kicks.’: No animal
Fleming canght sight of me.
“ it is all I have to offer. I could not man’s body.
a trade, but he can probably make more in the world has so -many tricks and
splendidly.
Why,
bless
my
heart,
I
“Don’t go yet, A rthur,” he said; “ I ters directed to me. After I had read
bear to hear from you again. I believed none other than the sexton of the
money at that than at common labor, antics as a newly eaptured; wild horse ;
don’t
wonder
she
came
to
terms.
Some
want you to do me a favor. You saw them I waer uf turn them over to him
that you were favorably inclined to church, a man standing high in the
and
as we can get no better, we have but man, its conqueror, is equal to all
of your letters read a3 if you were
together
with-«
draft
of-my
answer.
me with a lady dressed in blue ?”
Willard, and I was weak enough to community. He was dead.
to
do
the best we can. There is no of these. In a few hours, the poor
furiously
in
love
with
her
yourself.”
Three
weeks
lateral
fhund“an
envelope
The farmer hurried back home, and,
I assented. “ A beautiful girl withf
seize the opportunity of pouring out
doubt
but
we are getting poorer sub beast, so lately a free and careless
I
averted
my
head
and
made
no
re
postmarked
France,
and
addressed
in
a
dark hair and eyes ?”
the sorrow and passion that filled my telling his relatives of what had oc
jects
every
year for apprentices for this creature, a wild rover of the boundless
delicate
feminine
hand
lying
upon
my
ply.
curred
he
.at
once
left
the
State.
Only
“ The same,” he responded.
“ Her.
heart under his name. I t may be you
very
reason.
But we can reach a point plains, is reduced to abject subjection.
“Matters
are
in
excellent
shape,”
he
desk,,
I
tore
it
open
with
trembling
five
persons
ever
knew
the
secret
of
name is Lydia Moreton;f beautiful, as
cannot pardon me, but I am grateful
so
low
that
it
is impossible to go any Its spirit is broken, and though it may
continued.
“There
will
be
no
more
.
fingers
jj-f
It
was
from.
Lydia
Moreton.
the
graveyard
tragedy
besides
the
liv
you say, and, what is no less interesting
that my deception did not bind you
lower,
and
I
believe we have, about still retain some of its native vicious
necessity
of
letters,
and
if
we
keep
our
In
every
line
of
it
I
detected
the
effect
ing
principal.
Who
found
the
body
of
heiress to half a million. I want you
fatally to a man you dislike and I
the sexton dead in the grave was not reached that point in some lines of ness, it is the slave of its owner.
to be introduced ’to her and form a of the letter I had written her. I t was secret she will never know anything despise.” business. Some parents, and boys too, Henceforth it never forgets the lasso.
general idea of her.
It is a very im more than kind; it was just upon that about it. If she discovers it, as I sup
I watched the varying emotions cross positively known by them, but as it
are
at last getting their eyrs opened. It knows and dreads the sight of one;
pose
she
must
after
our
marriage,
she
neutral ground which lifts between
portant matter.”
her face as .1 spoke, and with a thrill of was given out by his family that he They are learning that they cannot and if it escapes, there is very little
friendship and something more tender. can’t help herself!’
I stared.
joy saw that her look became more died suddenly, and no investigation was
While he was talking in this way, my
ever made, they supposed that the plant dudes and raise men. Many bub difficulty in catching it again. But its
“ What part am I to play in this mys I read and re-read it, I carried it about
gentle,,her manner more tender.
bles have been pricked, and much gild rider, too, must never forget that the
heart
sank
within
me
with
a
torturing
with
me
for
several
days
before
I
could
terious drama ?” I asked in surprise y
“ I said,,” she replied, after a while, body must have been discovered by ing has worn through. Labor is be-' hapless captive is only half tamed. He
doubt
which
'now
occurred
to
me
for
bring,
myself
to
give
it
to
Willard.
It
“ surely you do not propose to adjust
“ that I loved the writer of those letters. some one of the family before its posi
coming more dignified, because more must watch it narrowly; for often after
your inclination for the lady by what I seemed as if it had beem meant for me. the first time. In my selfish love I had I did and do. It has been my ehiefest tion was known to any one else.
than
ever before it is wedded to thought. ward, when he least suspects such inforgotten
that
I
was
deliberately
put
What
difference
whose
name
was
at
the
The
sexton’s
family
soon
afterward
may think of her after a few moments
sorrow to believe my ideal did not
The
manual
training schools which are submissior, the steed he rides will
ting
her
in
the
power
of
a
man
with
top
of
it
?
My
words,
my
feelings,
my
moved
away.
His
slayer
went
to
an
of acquaintance ?”
exist.” “It does,” she added extending
springing
up
in nearly all of our large struggle under the saddle as if it were
whom
she
had
no
sympathy,
and
whom
hopes
had
drawn
it
forth.
It
had
been
Ohio
town,
where
he
married
and
grew
“ I will explain afterward,” he replied;
her hands to me with a charming smile;
cities
are
giving
instruction to many but newly snared.”
she
did
not
love.
Had
I
not
conspired
written
to
me;
but
alas!.I
had
no
right
into
prominence
and
wealth.
He
died
“come and see her first.”'
why should I deny it? ”
boys
whose
parents,
perhaps, would
to
bring
about
the
life-long
misery
of
to
it.
last
week.
His
secret
was
never
di
Very much mystified, I followed him
Thus the love, which had run its
Brown Stone.
not
at
the
start
consent
to them enter
the
woman
I
loved
?
“
Bravo!”
cried
Willard^in
delight,
vulged,
and
even
his
wife
and
children
into the conservatory , where I was
course through mystery and mistake,
ing
the
shops.
These
schools,
are
do
It was several days after her arrival
formally introduced to Miss Moreton. as he read it. , “ If any one ever asks
found its fruition at last. They say a lived in ignorance of it. The secret, at
“There’s a gentleman,” said a dealer
On taking my place beside her, I saw me for a private secretary, I shall re I saw her. Then I was surprised at poet’s soul is mirrored in his works ; the time of his death, was in the keep ing a good work in teaching the prin in building stone, “ who has just order
that Fleming had left us to ourselves. commend you above all others. Why, her appearanee. It was not that of a love, the supreme poetry of life, con ing of two persons alone, the other ciples of trades, in fostei’ing a genuine ed a lot of brown stone for a house he
love for mechanics, and in pointing out
happy betrothed bride. Her face look
I confess I was not displeased, for I she is half in love with me already.”
verts our slightest acts into the lan- three having died. One of these per the way to the special' field where the is building. I wonder what he would
ed
worn
and
pale,
and
her
manner
was
In
love
with
him!
True,
it
was
found her very charming. We were on
gauge whereby heart speaks to heart. sons is a leading clergyman of Alleghe
say if I should tell him that he was
ny. The other is the writer’s infor young man can labor with, the assur
good terms immediately, and I was half Willard Fleming she had thought of anxious and sad. I saw, too that when
merely buying sections of an old mud
mant, a resident of the oil region. He ance of receiving his highest reward.
inclined to be angry with Willard when when writing. : Me she had .long since Willard came near her she involuntarily
Success in Life.
flat, to pile up.
The poor Irish use
says that the death of the principal in With such brightening prospects as the
he returned and took me away from forgotten, and I had done my best to shrank from him, and looked at him
peat
and
the
millionaire
uses mud flat,
destroy my last hope, if I had ever with an expression of doubt and won-,
the graveyard tragedy has released him work of the manual training school
her.
extra
dry'and
very
ancient.
All the
Without
unremitting
labor,
success
der. It was'but too plain that she had;
from all pledge of secrecy. He refuses warrants, we see no reason for fearing
“ I envy you,” I said.
“She is ex been so foolish as to cherish any.
brownstone,”
continued
the
dealer,
in
life,
whatever
our
occupation,’'is
im
I went home half resolved to take no an intimation of the deception put upon
to reveal the names, but affirms that that the race of good workmen in any
quisite.”
“comes
from
what
we
call
the
ntw
sand
possible.
A
fortune
is
not
made
with
trade will soon die out. On the con
the story is true in every particular.
“ I am glad you approve,” he replied, further part in the conspiracy,: and to her. She did not love him, and she
stone,
and
it
is
about
as
well
represent
out
toil,
and
money
unearned
comes
to
trary, we believe we will see mechanics
“ but it is by no means' settled yet, and let Willard manage his courtship as could not understand her own feelings.
increasing in numbers and skill from ed in Connecticut as anywhere. In
best he might.
But I had 1not the My heart ached for her ; I longed to few. The habitual loiterer never brings
He Knew Her Husband.
that is why I want your help.”
parts of it you will find the tracks of
anything to pass. The young men
year to year.— Scientific Amerecan.
“ I wish you would not talk in riddles courage to relinquish the bitter-sweet tell the truth ; but how could I? How
huge animals that walked along the
There are individuals who possess
whom you see lounging about waiting
W illard,” I exclaimed. “ Tell me what of my fictions intercourse with her. ever, it proved to be my destiny to unshore
millions of years ago ; even the
The Miseries of a Mean Man.
Powerfully ejected by our first meeting decieve her in the most unexpected for, the weather to change before they the happy faculty of forgetting nobody,
•you mean.”
raindrop
and the smallest insect track
but
they
are
far
less
common
than
.is
go to work, break down before they
“Ju st this,” he said, taking my arm and only meeting, her first letter had manner. Shortly before their marriage
are
preserved
with as much accuracy
generally
supposed.
The
value
of
a
begin—-get stuck before they start.
Sometimes I wonder what a mean
confidentially, “I think I have produced completed the mischief.- I ‘was in love there came a rumor that the trustee of
as
if
they
were
made only yesterday.
hotel
clerk
depends
very
largely
upon
Ability and willingness to lalmrare the
man thinks about when he goes to bed.
an impression, but she is going away with her, and I might as well be in love her property had defrauded her; risked
In
fact,
this
brown
stone represents the
his
ability
to
salute
travelers
by
name,
When he turns out the light and lies
all in speculation and lost all. The ru two great conditions of success. I t is
'to-morrow, for a year, I shall have no with the moon.
deposits
of
fresh
water
streams, it is
and
promptly
have
the
hotel
beat
fired
useless
to
work
an
electric
machine
in
down. When the darkness closes in
I wrote again, reckless, almost pas mor was soon confirmed by Willard
opportunity of following it up. I have
beach
and
bottom,
the
sand
that sifted
into
the
street
by
the
porter.
Some
de
a
vacuum
;
but
the
air
may
be
full
of
about him and he is alone, and com
gained her permission to correspond sionately. Under Willard’s name I re himself.
down
and
gradually
hardened
in untold
tectives,
by
cultivating
this
faculty
electricity,
and
still
you
can
draw
no
pelled to be honest with himself. And
He came into my room looking
with her, and you are going to write flected all the feelings which her letter
ages.”
long
and
assiduously,
have
acquired
it
spark
until
you
turn,
the
machine.
The
not
a
bright
thought,
not
a
generous
had aroused in me. I made no attempt gloomy and irritable- He flung himself
my letters for me.”
beautiful statute may exist in the to a remarkable degree, but the general impulse, not a manly act, not a word of
“I !” I replied.
“Yon seriously ex to disguise my love, but I expressed no into a chair with an oath.
How to Grow Rich.
artist’s
brain, and it may also be, said run of them would forget Ben Butler blessing, not a grateful look, comes to
“
Here’s
a
pretty
fix,”
he
growled,:
pect me to correspond with her in your hope. It was a sad luxury to imagine
in a certain sense to exist in the marble in a month, and wouldn’t know their bless him again. Not a penny dropped
her flushing cheeks and brightening “ Lydia’s money is all gone.”
name ?” '
Nothing is more easy to grow rich.
block that stands before him,-.shut. lie own mother if she should disguise her into the outstreched hand of poverty,
“
Well,”
said
I,
coldly,
“the
loss
of
eyes
as
she
read
my
fervid
lines.
“Just so,” he said. “ It is the brightest
It
is to trust nobody, to befriend none,
nor the balm of a loving word dropped
The letter that came in reply was an her money has not lessened her value must bring both his brain and his hands self with their father’s coat and hat.
idea that ever entered my head, too.
to
get everything and save all you can
John F. Martin', the Superintendent into an aching h e a rt; no sunbeam of
to bear upan the marble, and work hard
Now, I write an abominable letter, and additional torture to me. It was very in your eyes, I hope ?’’
get,
to stint ourselves and everybody
of
the
Poor,
has,
from
his
long
service
encouragement cast upon a struggling
“ Hasn’t it? ” he replied. “ I am not and long, in order to produce any praoin spite of the understanding between apparent that, far from offending her,
belonging
to us, to be the friend of n6
in
that
office,
nearly
fifteen
years,
be
life ; the strong right hand of fellow
us, might do myself more harm than my unguarded language had won me a the man to marry a woman from senti- tical result. Success also depends in a
man
and
to
have no man for our friend,
come
so
familiar
with
the
features
of
ship reached out to help some, fallen
good. You have an special talent that warmer place in her heart. There was meiit. Do you suppose I would have good measure upon the man’s prompt
to
heap
interest
upon interest
1
unfortunate
that
he
is
the
poor
and
man to his feet—when none of these
way. Everybody admires your letters, a sweet, half confession of tenderness gone to all that trouble unless I had ness to take advantage of the rise of
to
•
be
mean,
miserable
and
rarely
obliged
to
ask
a
name,
or
refer
tide. A great deal of what we call
things come to him as the “ God bless
for you can produce any impression in every word, such as would have been •ounted upon her fortune ?”
despised,
for
some
twenty
or
thirty
to
his
books.
Besides
the
destitute,
“luck”
is
nothing
more
nor
less
than
you” of the departed day, how he must
Angry and disgusted as I was with
you choose. You have a general im my cue for an open declaration had I
years, and riches will come "as surely
him, I felt a great wave of joy sweep this. I t is the man who keeps his eyes however, there is another class who hate himself. How he must try to roll
pression of her character ; that is why been dealing with her honestly.
open, and his hands out of his pockets, come to him for information. They arb away from himself and sleep on the as disease and disappointment. And
A paragraph in her letter warned me over me.
I introduced you.
If you will under
when pretty near enough wealth is col
“ You got me into this scrape,” he that succeeds. “ I missed my chance,” those who have relatives in the Insane other side of the bed. When the only
take the campaign, adding a little more of the dangerous ground Willard and I
lected
by a disregard of all the char
Asylum on the County House grounds; victory he can think of is some mean
warmth and that sort of thing in each were treading upon in our deception. said, brutally, “ with your letters, I exclaims the disappointed man, when
ities
of
the human heart, and at the ex
he sees another catch eagerly at the ofttimes well dressed people in easy cir victory, in which he has wronged a
count on you to extricate me.” .
successive letter, we shall capture her It ran :
pense
of
every enjoyment, save that of
“ Very well,” I returned, quietly ; opportunity. But something more than cumstances. Johnny makes it a point neighbor. No wonder he always sneers
“ I cannot understand, dear friend, my
before the year is out.”
indulging
in miserable meanness, death
to remember these, also, but he made a when he tries to smile. How pure and
“ It strikes me the course you pro own feelings when I read your letters. “ how do you expect me to effect this alertness is needed; we must know how
comes
to
finish
the work, and the body
mistake
the
other
day
that
made
his
to avail ourselves of the emergency.
fair and good all the rest of - the world
pose is not strictly delicate or honor When I met you in New Yory I laudable purpose?”
is
buried
in
a
hole,
the heirs rejoice
thought you one of the common place
hair
stand
on
end
for
an
hour,
and
gave
must look to him, and how cheerless
“ Go and tell her I never wrote those An elastic temperament, which never
able,” I replied, indignantly.
“What young men one meets in society, and
over
it,
and
the
spirit
goes—whither ?
him
a
congestive
chill.
and dusty must his own path appear.
will she think of us when she discovers one I could never have felt any deep letters, and that I never made any en seems to recognize the fact of defeat,
A
large,
distinguished
looking
lady,
or forgets it at once and begins the
Why, even one lone isolated act of
interest in, as I knew you then. It gagement with her.”
the truth ?”
Four Follies.
who desired to gain some information meanness is enough to scatter cracker
work
over
again,
is
vefy
likely
to
in
seems
now
as
if
another
person
were
“
I
will
do
it,”
said
I,
“not
for
your
“Oh, never mind that,” be returned
speaking to me—a man with a warm
in regard to the poor of the city, and crumbs in the bed of the average man,
carelessly. “ After I have made her heart, deep feelings and noble impulses. sake, but to save her from the meanest sure success. Many a merchant loses
To think that the more a man eats
how they are taken care of, came in and what must be the feelings of a man
one
fortune
only
to
build
up
another
Mrs. Fleming I ’ll undertake to pacify I cannot reconcile myself that the Wil of men. Thank God that you have be
the
fatter and stronger he will become.
and said to him :
whose whole life is given up to
lard Fleming I once knew is the Wil trayed your true character before it is and a larger one. Many an inventor
her.”
/ “I presume you remember me, sir?” mean acts ? When there is so much
To believe that the more hours chil
I was on the point of refusing when lard Fleming I am now writing to. too late. Now leave this house. I never fails in his first efforts, and is at last
“Yes, ma’am ; your husband is out suffering and heartache and misery in dren study at school the faster they
How
have
I
deceived
myself
so
?”
want
to
look
upon
your
face
again.”
Miss Moreton, on her way to her car
the world, anyhow, why do you add will learn.
Considerably abashed he obeyed most popular novelists wrote very poor in the asylum, I believe.”
“ Sharp girl!” commenetd Fleming
riage, met us in the hall. She smiled
“No,
sir!”
exclaimed
the
lady,
in
stuff
in
the
beginning.
They
were
one pound of wickedness or sadness to
without
a
word,
and
I
prepared
to
exe
“ Won’t
To conclude that if exercise is health
and gave me her hand.
What was when he read this passage.
tones that fairly hissed around John the general burden ? Don’t be. mean,
learning
their
trade
and
could
not
ex
cute
my
mission
with
a
lighter
heart
she
stare
when
she
knows
I
never
wrote
ful, the more violent and exhaustive it
there in her look, her voice, the touch
pect to turn out first-class work until ny’s head. “ No, s ir ! my husband is my boy.
than I had known for many a day.
of her small, gloved palm, that stirred her a line.”
is the more good is done.
their
apprenticeship is over. One great not in your insane asylum, nor in your
I
sent
up
my
card,
and
she
entered
The
idea
of
cheating
her
became
me so ? What was the wave of regret
To act on the presumption that the
Calmess and deliberation at a time
that swelled up in my heart as I saw every hour more repugnant to me. If the room with a quick step an anxious secret of success is not to become dis poorhouse. My husband, sir, is a gen
smallest
room in the house is large
of
extreme
irritation
will
do
away
with
tleman
!”
and
she
departed
never
to
re
couraged, but always be ready to try
her turn once more to the door and I could have understood the whole un face.
enough
to
sleep in.
a
great
deal
of
after
self-condemnation.
turn.—
Detroit
Free
Press.
“You carpe from Willard Fleming,” again.—Ex.
pmUe back her farewell ? I stood in a happy business what would I not have
The Land of the Afternoon.

The Private Secretary.
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Rioting and Bloodshed in
Cincinnati.

Interesting. Letter from Ironbridge!

SOMETHING

hard to mêle out their deserts to thieves
$ ,
. .
D
like Secor Robeson and thé Star route
FIFTY-ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED
pirates. There is this difference, how
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
AND TWENTY-THREE DOLLARS
ever, public infamy is inadequate to the
Last Friday night was an exciting
AND EIGHTEEN CENTS.
C O L L E G E V IL L E , M O N T G ., CO ., PA. expiation of murder, but to rogues in one in Cincinnati, caused by the out
high places it means a living death.— rageous conduct Of a jury. -William
The above figures represent ju st the amount
Berner, by his own confession, partici of our stock at retail in February, since which
E. 8. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor AT. Y. Sun.
7
■'
' ;
taking we have added elegant lines of new
-A Tpated with a negro named Joe Palmer, stock
black and colored
in
murdering
and
robbing
William
H.
OUR
WASHINGTON
L
E
T
T
E
R
SILKS
Thursday, April 3, 1884.
W ashington, D. C., Mar. 31, 1884. Kirk in lr.s own stable just before of the very best known makes. Our new Black
Christmas, and then hauling his body Silks at $1.00, $1.35, $1.50, 81.7« and $2.00, are
By
the decisive vote of 185 to 83 the and dumping it in Mill Creek.
T he Senate recently passed a bill
On warranted not to cut, and they are handsomer
whisky bonded extension bill was killed
better for the prices than any we have here
offering a reward of $25,000 to any in the House on Thursday. Mr. Hewitt, Monday last he was found guilty of and
tofore shown.
manslaugher
by
the
jury.
No
event
in
Our
plain colored and fancy silks for spring
whaler finding the Greely Expedition. made a most remarkable speech in
the local history of the city created and summer are in new choice shades, and
favor of the bill, taking the broadest such excitem ett.^The jury were hissed cheaper than ever before in our experience.
An elegant, fine Sil
We have opened new shades in fine French ver-plated Spoon giv
T he Keely motor is to astonish the free-trade ground, and demanding the and booted, and they had to run away Dress
Goods, among which will be found pigeon
of the whiskey tax as a mea from the court house to escape the grey, olive
greens, grey blue, olive brown, tan en away with a mam
the world by its motion, on or about abolition
sure vitally affecting the dearest in rage of the bystanders and prevent browns, new drabs and steel shades, in the most moth 3 lb. bar of
April 10. We are ready for it. So are terests of the whole business commu
desirable makes of goods, selected with great “ ID EA L” W h i t e
their being transformed into a mob for
of a number of importers.
the stockholders.
nity.
It cannot be said that the vote the execution of vengeance. Intense care, from the stocks
Soap, price, only 25
REMNANTS.
upon the defeat of the whiskj’ indignation pervaded all classes and
cents.
SPECIAL
Since taking account of stock we gathered to
any
indication of the men of high standing, and women, too, gether over a thousand yards of remnants of
Cooper, hopeful Cooper, knows when bill is
goods, too short for a full sized suit, and
DRIVE IN MUS
it rains, and knows where to find the complexion of the ultimate vote upon were unreserved in expressions favor dress
have marked such prices on them to close them
the
Morrison
bill,
for
many
of
the
men
LINS. New York
ing the trying of Berner and the other out, that they are worth looking after by any
right umbrella. A politician who can
of both parties who took a morality three murderers in jail by Judge mothers having children to clothe. They contain
Mills, 12c, former
keep under the best cover these days view of the question and voted to let
materials of almost any shade and quality want
ly
14. WamsutUt
Lynch’s quick methods.
ed, and are very much below regular prices.
is wise in his day a n d generation.
the whisky men take care of them
12c., formerly 14.
On Friday afternoon Berner was
BLACK CASHMERES.
selves, represent diverse sides of the brought before Judge loathews and
Wllliam8ville, 12,
We have ju st opened the best line of Black
Besides, many of the free sentenced to twenty years imprison Cashmeres
formerly
14. Fruit
T he report from every quarter is tariff bill.
we know of, bought direct of the im
and as we sell them at a very small
In porters,
that the wheat acreage of the world trade men fought with all their might ment, the full extent of the law.
margin, we are not afraid of their being beaten of Loom, 10 c., for
against the bill, fearing that the final
was never larger and that the wheat outcome of its passage would be the the evening ten thousand persons in price by any one in the business. They are merly 12 c. Lousdale, 10c., formerly
crop never looked better than now. wiping out of the entire internal' tax, gathered at Music Hall in response to a heavy in weight, and the best colors made.
WINTER GOODS CHEAP.
call by reputable citizens to take action
12. Hill, 10, former
Therefore* the price of wheat will lie including the system itself. Against on the Berner verdict.
Duriug March we will close out Blankets, ly 12. These are best
Many could
thisclass
of
Representatives
was
anoth
Coats
and
Cloth
Skirts,
at
such
prices
as
will
likely to go down instead of up.
not get into the building. Strong res
makes, o t h e r s re
er, of which Mr. Randall was one, who olutions were adopted condemning the make it pay to buy them for next winter.
Gloves and Stockings at closing duced in same proporbelieved that the effect of the success verdict, and a committee on legislation outUnderwear,
prices. Our assortment is still very good.
A L aw and Order Society has been of the bill would be the perpetuation of
CLOTHS AND CASSIMERES
Upon adjournment
tion. We have a
organized, in Norristown by a number the internal revenue system, and there was appointed
the vast crowd moved directly to the In new spring goods, just opened. We have over
bargain in fine lin
of prominent citizens. I t is not known fore they opposed it with determined jail, where they began an attack on the $3,000 worth of them, and believe it is the best
en shirt fronts.
When the far sighted leading door. At 9.40 p. m. the riot alarm was variety in Pottstown.
whether an arsenal will be built, or zeal.
Remnants of 5 to
HOUSEFURNISHING
GOODS.
political doctors thus disagreed upon sounded, summoning the entire police
howitzers procured, this Presidential the
10 yds of very best
Our muslins and table linens are reduced to
effect of a great political measure, to the jail.
Vast crowds of people the lowest figures reached since the war. The
calicoes, only 6 c.
year,or not. Norristown must be going the House thought it would take the
gathered in that vicinity. Berner was stock is large and choice.
per yard.
short cut and make the whisky fellows removed, after his sentence, to Cleve
from bad to worse._______
EMBROIDERIES AND LACES.
pay their taxes as other people haVè to land for safety.
Thousands of yards of desirable styles and
The police, upon ar right
Job lot of writing paper,
prices.
Boston editor intimates that a pay theirs.
invitation cards and en
riving in the vicinity of the jail, com
The
Committee
on
Expenditures
in
HOWARD LEOPOLD,
velopes in boxes irom 10 e.
pile of one million one dollar bills would
manded the crowd to move on, and not
to 20 c. per box. Men’s blue
the Department of Public Justice have
POTTSTOWN, PA.
be forty-five feet high. We are not in agreed upon a measure, which will being obeyed fired, but as no one was
flannel shirts from 95 c.to $1.50.
A beautiful decorated cup and
I t c h in o P il e s — S y m p t o m s a n d C u r b .
a position to dispute the estimate. At doubtless go into the sundry civil ap hurt it was presumed they fired in the
saucer given away with a pound of
air.
I
t
is
said
that
that
was
the
inten
The symptoms ar* moisture, like perspiration,
best green and black tea mixed at 80 c.
any rate an inch or two, one way or the propriation bill, providing for a radical tion of the police, they being deeply in intense itching, increased by scratching, very
pound. Rio coffee 14 c., 17 e. and 20 c.
other, in a matter of this kind, is of change in the fee system as relating to sympathy with the movement to con distressing, particularly at night, seems as if pinKettle
coffee 20 c. Java coffee 30 c. Fresh
worms were crawling in and about the rectum ;
Oat meal 5 c . lb. Very best syrup
small consequence to editors generally the Federal courts. Under the present demn the outrageous Berner verdict.
the private parts are. sometimes affected. If al 55Akron
c. gal. New crop New Orleans molasses
law all of the official attaches of these
At midnight the First Ohio Regiment lowed to continue very serious results may fol
c. gal. Two large sacks of fine table salt 9 c.
courts are paid by fees, which, by force National Guard, entered the jail having low. “ SWAYNE’S OINTMENT” is a pleasant 75Large
sack Liverpool ground salt only $1.00.
Congress, by a decisive vote of 185 of construction and otherwise, have be
sure cure. Also for Tetter, Itch, Salt Rheum,
Caustic soda in 5 pounds cans @ 8 c.
marched through the front en Scald Head. Erysipelas, Barbers’ Itch, Blotehes,
Choice
brands of can corn, peas and
to 83, last week, refused to extend the come altogether too flexible for the meen
trance of the Court House, and thence all scaly, crusty skin, diseases. Sent by mail for
tomatoes @ 10, 11 and 12 c. Finest
payment of tax on whiskey in bond, good of the service and the people who through the tunnel into the jail, where 50 cents ; 3 boxes, $1.25 (in stamps). Address,
evaporated peaches 20 c . lb. Full
DR. S WAYNE & SON, Philadelphia, Pa. Sold
cream New Yorx cheese 17 c. f t .
thus demonstrating the gratifying fact are obliged to liquidate after being com the mob was thronging. About thirty by Druggists.
New Yorx picxles 10 c. dozen .
pelled to litigate.
I t is proposed to
that, after all, the manufacturers of old give salaries to the marshal and two of shots with muskets were fired by the S w 'a y n e ’s P i l l s — C o m p o s t i n g t o t h e S i c k .
We maxe a specialty of all
Kinds of oils. Sappho safety
Thousands die from neglect to properly treat
Bourbon, with their lobby, could not his deputies in each district, one of the militia for the purpose of scaring the
oil 18 c . g al. Head Light
mob.
The result was that glancing Impure Blood, Constipation, Dyspepsia, Malaria,
oil $1.50 test, white only
latter to be a clerk, the other an office balls struck at least four persons, in Apoplexy, Liver, Kidney, Heart Disease, Dropsey,
demoralize Congress, this time.
14 c. gal. Large stocK
deputy. The marshal’s salary is to be flicting injuries which may be fatal in and Rheumatism. B ut to the debilitated, bur
dened with such serious sickness, we conscien
about
$3,000
and
that
of
the
deputies
I t is stated that the pupils of Girard
the case of one or two rioters.
A tiously recommeud “ SWAYNE’S PILLS,” which of ladies and children’s fine shoes, also men’s
$1,200 each. To the remaining deputies
medicinal properties possessed by no other boots and
shoes
at
exceedingly
low
College, Philadelphia, are not allowed it is proposed to give fees. Under the policeman named Nunn and a private contain
remedy. Sent by mail 25 cents, box of 30 pills ; 5 prices. Every pair w arranted. Large selected
named
Cook
are
the
worst
hurt.
boxes,
$1,
(in
stamps).
Address,
DR.
SWAYNE
to read Sunday newspapers. This arbi- present system marshals can earn $6 ,stoex of queens and glassware 6 in. plates
On Saturday night the riot was re & SON, Philadelphia, Pa. Sold by Druggists.
English stoneware only fiO c . doz. 7 in. plates
tary rule, which is nothing more nor 000. The proposition concerning the newed when the Court house was
Euglish stoneware only 70 c . doz.
less than a stupid display of bigotry, fees of deputies, is that they shall re burned and a fearful conflict took place. CHOICE, NEW CLOYER SEED,
does not reflect any credit upon the ceive all the fees now provided by law On Sunday night the rioting again
Bran, Chop Cob Corn, &c. Ac., on
in criminal cases and one half the fees
management of that charitable Institu in civil cases, the remaining one-half to broke out. By this time however, the
hand and for sale by
militia were strengthened by additional
tion.
be deposited in the Treasury.
For numbers from all over the State and
F. W. W ETH ERILL,
district attorney it is proposed to grade the rioters were forced to succumb, and
Collegeville,
—A R C O L A M I L L S , —
A bout 1000 murders were committed salaries, paying them from $2,000 to at this time comparative peace instead
Collegeville,
P.
O.,
Pa.
Areola
Mills.
in the United States in 1883 and only $5,000 according to the business of the of anarchy and bloodshed, reigns.
about 100 murderers were legally hang office. At present they receive $200 About 30 persons were killed and 52
and are allowed fees by which they re
ed, while more than 100 were lynched. ceive $6,000. The salaries of assistant wounde dduring the riot.
is r
These three little facts go a long way attorneys are to be the same as the law
Interesting Paragraphs.
in explaining outbreaks of mob violence now allows, $3,000 or less, according to
like that which terrorized Cinncinnati. the official business. Clerks, it is pro
Instead of flogging bad boys, the
The moral is that the mob, in nine posed, shall receive salaries averaging teachers in some of the schools in Scot
about $1,500. By the fees which they
cases out of ten, is an unconscious de now receive the conpensation can be land dose them with castor oil.
mand for better laws and surer justice. made to amount to $3,000.
Commis
In a fit of rage Adelbert Clark of
sioners are to be paid, instead of $5 a Elba, N. Y., beat his wife cruelly. The
T he national debt reduction for the day, a certain amount for each case neighbors who were attracted by the
Members of the noise took Clark into the woods,
EVERYBODY Exclaims, upon viewing
past month was about fourteen millions tried before them.
Trappe, Pa
Our IMMENSE NEW Stock of SPRING
committee think $5 a case will be suffl- thrashed him, tarred and feathered him,
GOODS, Ju st opened, Consisting of all
and the total reduction since J une 30 sient. It is proposed that the traveling
the Standards in
nearly eighty-two millions.
Another expenses of court officials, jurors, and sent him home.
call for three per cents, is about to be witnesses, and prisoners shall be the
A Terre Haute, Ind., man employs
made. The reduction of revenues made actual amount paid out for transporta his divorced wife as a servart girl, and
—A FU LL LINE OFMarshals are to be required to her neighbors say she has a better
by the last Congress was not sufficient tion.
take persons against whom warrants wardrobe than, when she was his wife.
to keep down the surplus. The repeal have been sworn out t o . the nearest
of the internal taxes was never more commissioner. Members of the com
The ‘‘habitual burglar’s act” on the
mittee are of the opinion that by the Illinois statute-book provides that on
necessary than now.
changes proposed an appropriation of third conviction of burglary the offen
T he recent Cincinnati riots demon $500,000 will be saved annually for the der must go to the penitentiary for
strate the fact that if the sanctity of first few years, and also the greater twenty years, and that the Governor
At reasonable prices.
part of fees in civil suits. They think cannot pardon him.
law and order is to be preserved in that when the proposed system becomes
any city or locality the officers of the efficient as much as $2 ,000,000 can be
Professor Draper tells-us that the
average rainfall for the three months of
law, as well as jurymen, must not shirk saved to the Government annually.
Everybody was entirely taken by this year has been 13 91-100 inches,
A L S O :their duty, nor wink at crime. Another
surprise on Wednesday by the an while of last year it was only 8 31-100,
point is evident; The jury system nouncement of the transfer of Mr. Sar and for the past forty-seven years 10
proves to be a gigantic farce in too gent from the German to the Russian 50-100 inches.
Yet for all this, he
many instances, and has too frequently, mission. I t was known however from thinks we are in a decreasing cycle of
Corsets,
Hosiery,
of late, degraded the administration of the presence of Mr. Frelinghuysen upon rainfalls.
the
floor
of
the
Senate
hobnobbing
with
justice. There is no use in prating
The manufacture of needles and pins
the Senators, that something was in the
Underwear.
about the sanctity of law when its wind, and this fact accounts for the constitutes one of the most flourishing
The eight
instruments are themselves little better other fact that the nomination was im industries in Germany.
than criminals. True, mob violence mediately taken up in executive session manufactories of Iserlohn alone con
ought never to be allowed, but what are and unanimously confirmed. This sud sumed, in 1882, no less than 600 tons of
wire, employing also a working force of
you going to do about it in a country den move may have been made in the some 800 male and 700 female and
interest of American pork, which under
like this. It is, naturally,a concomitant the ministerial influences of Mr. Sar juvenile operatives, besides seven steam
A full line
of our free system of government.
gent had failed to get back to the good engines and four water wheels of 230
of
graces of the Bismarckian stomach, horse-power.
T he Democratic tariff entanglement which swore it would revolt so long as
They are having trouble in Texas
NEW
STOCK.
in Congress remains about the same. Mr. Sargent stayed in Berlin, . r con over a man who has just received two
tinued to whine over the Lasker matter. sentences, one of fifty years’ imprison
A caucus to reconcile the party in The vacancy caused by the transfer of
reference to the question made mat Mr. Sargent is not likely to be filled at ment, and the other to be hanged. They
want to hang him now, but the man
ters worse, -if anything, by widening once, for the President will not easily claims that he ought to serve his term
the gulf between the two factions. It find an envoy extraordinary and minis first, as that sentence was pronounced
We are going: to “ Wake them up early and
ter plenipotentiary who will condescend prior to the one of hanging. A juror
is claimed that there is a lack of intelli to
keep them up la te /’ and calulate upon making
duck his head under water every gave it as his opinion that “ as the our
prices “ town talk.” We do not hesitate to
gent leadership on the part of those time Bismarck heaves in sight.
mention that OUR OBJECT is to convert our
prisoner
was
a
dead
sure
loser,
he’d
bet
splendid
stock into cash as soon as possible, and
who
The peemliar financial foresight that ter close out with the bank and swing
s are clamoring for a reduction of
if YOU OBJECT to paying two prices for things
Tariff taxes. I t would be good policy ever accompanies the construction of to wunst.”
you must have, just drop in and try to compre
hend our DROP in prices. Another item, also,
for the Democrats to stand back, or act the Governmen’s pnblic buildings, is
will then notice, that An active trade is
again realized in the completion and
According to the last census the to you
Rip Van Winkle for twenty years, and occupation of the St Louis post office,
always conducted on the small profit plan.
In Good Variety ànd a t
tal
area
of
the
United
States
and
the
thus give the brilliant Republican and the approaching completion of that territories, not including Alaska, is
statesmen a chance to figure out the at Philadelphia. The estimated cost of 2,970,000 miles. Of the states, Texas
TO
perplexing problem'. All attempts the St. Louis affair, which is character has the largest area, 262,290 square
made in this direction by the Demo ized as an architectural abortion, was miles, and Rhode Island the smallest,
$1 250,000, while the actual cost has
TR APPE, PA.
crats appear to be freighted with failure been a little more than $ 6,000,000, with 1085 square miles, so that the former
would make 241 of the latter, and have
from the very start.
several walls and partitions to be taken 805 square miles over. But Rhode Is
down and rehabilitated. The original land is ahead of all others in density of
T he feeling in Cincinnati in respect estimate of the Philadelphia post office population, having 254 persons to the
TRAPPE, PA.
to the debauchery of the jury system if my’ memory serves me, was $2,500,- square mile.
000,
but
if
the
Government
manages
to
and the organized protection of crim
In digging a grave in a cemetery at
get into it without liquidating contracts
-T R A P P E , PA .inals does not materially differ from the amounting to $8,000,000 or $9,000,000, Plymouth Mass., for interment of the
sense of resentment with which all it will do what it never did before—get remains of Miss Judson, sister, of the
right-thinking peopie look back to the ahead of the contractor. The St. Louis famous missionary, the workmen came A LARGE AND WELL SEASONED STOCK OF
W ANTED.
guaranteed immunity which pnblic building was commenced in 1870, and upon the foundation of the old Pilgrim
watch tower erected in 1643 and several
plunderers haveenjoyed at Washington. has therefore occupied fourteen years of .the bricks were quickly appropriated
in its construction, with the prospect of
A journeyman, at the Upper Providence Square
If it has been impossible to bring some two or three years more in supplemen as sonveniers. All the foundations of
Harness Shop, immediately.
depraved brute of a murderer to the tary work to replace the shoddy.
the tower remain, even to the hearth Always on band. All tbe leading brands madia
JOHN G. DETWILER,
yerkes, P. 0., Pa.
(o order, your patronage solicited.
stone.
rope in Cincinnati, it has been equally
§m -

Providence Independent.

H EW ! NEW .
F e n to n B ros.,

E. S. M OSER,
D E A R S I R W e will drop that old advertisement,
continue it no longer ; we do not want to advertise Hay Forks.Scythes and
sueaths at this season o f the year. That willnever do.
Cold weather is copying on g n f n’efy)anf the Public^ to know that .we
have something to keep them, warm.
I f you want something to keep the body warm you can get it at reason
able prices. C A N T O N F L A N N E L S , good as well as cheap. UN
D E R W EAR fo r the aged—middle aged, ~,nd young ; fo r men and women.
Colored, white and mixed, at all prices. ”
... — . . •
Look at our C A SSIM E R E S and O V E R C O A T IN G S we will sell
reasonable and good Goods. Gome and examine and see fo r yourself,
Ladies we have some good and desirable D R E SS GOODS; come and
see them. We are always willing to show goods, we also have an assort
ment o f B U T T O N S — all styles; L A C E S and TRIM M ING S, Calico,
cheap Muslin and Flannels. We first, clothe the body now fo r the feet,
we can clothe them fo r you. L A D IE S SH O ES all prices and S T Y L E S ;
M EN S H E A V Y BO O TS and SHOES. Also Shoes fo r boys and chil
dren. You also want Hose; you can get them right here at all prices.
Now we want something to keep o f the snow and rain, come and see our
Gossameres,for men, ivomen and children.
Men and boys do not forget the head and hands you can get HA TS and
CAPS as well as G L O V E S as cheap as elsewhere.
We almostforgot Floor Oil Cloth, we have quite a number o f Patternsand
styles fro m one yard quarter pattern to 2 1-2 yards wide ; do not forget
to see it.
We also keep a GOOD L I N E o f G R O C E RIE S, OIL, P A IN T S ,
G L A SS and H A R D W A R E , Horshoe Nails and many other articles we
cannot enumerate at present.
I am thankful to the public fo r past favors, and trust that I will merit
and receive further patronage.

G .F . H U N S IC K E ll,
I ron Bridge, P. O.

KAHN STATION, PA.

iF ’T T I R I I S r i T ' C n R . I E I
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jq g p W E HAVE SECURED

FOR

THE

SPRING

TRADE A— -----

= F I N E STOCK OF GOODS ! =

AT

EXCEEDINGLY - LOW - PEICEjj j
AND CAN TH EREFORE OFFER

E x t r a o r d in a r y

B a r g a in s

To our customers, Our entire building, 3 floors, each 40x50 feet piled full,
which stock we are determined to sell if low prices will do it.

PARLOR AND CHAMBER SUITS!
WARDROBES, BOOH CASES, SECRETARIES!
Fa.
Office Tables and D esk s, Sideboards,—

A H EA D ! -ü

As Usual !

H. C. STYER,

— PARLOR BREAKFAST AND EXTENSION TABLES!
Sills, Easy Clairs, Connote, M inis, Lonnies and Conches,
Carpets, Oil Cloths, Shading, Clothes W ringers,
An endless number of Chairs and everything else in the Furniture Line.
|CgjpiVe do not approve of advertising prices, but will simply give you an idea
of what we are doing. We have some beautiful Solid Walnut Marble Top

Chamber Suits, for $26.
Beautiful Cottage Suits,
any color, for $17,50. These goods are well put together by good
makers and knowing how they are made we will warrant them to be so. Their
cheapness lies in the bargains we give you. Come and see. I t will pay you well 1

Cloths, Cassimeres,

GROCERIES

TRIMMINGS,

c

GEORGE W . OZIAS, Jr., Trappe, Pa.

R E C E IV E D l

JU S T

i: A LA RG E IN V O IC E OP : :
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UsT O T X O Z L s T S -

GROCERIES at t ! be

HATS & CAPS,

HARDWARE,

Boots & Shoes

WOOD AND

WILLOW WARE.

BOTTOM PRICES.

J. H. KROUT,

Cigar Manufacturer,

CIGARS

H. C. STYER,

Y

. -

ENVELOPES, From 7 to 18 Cents per Pack.’ W RITING PA PER from 10 to
20 Cents per Quire. Drawing Paper and Drawing Books.

Pure Spices a Specialty.

Culbert’s Ague Pills,

Cures Ague and Malaria. Culbert’s LIV ER
PILLS cure billiousness, costiveness, &c.

-DRY GOODS:- CULBERT’S

L0TH1HG MADE TO ORDEl

R

DRUG STO RE,

COLLEGEVILLE, F A .

J O S E P H Gc. G O T W A L S ,
(Successor to E. C. KEELOR.)

P R O V ID E N C E SQ U ARE,

-

-

-

|

L O W E R P R O V ID E N C E .

SPECIAL N O T I C E I recently bought an original package of the Best
Iron Stone, China Ware.
As to quality there is none superior, coming as it
does from England. Also a full line of C. C. Ware, and.Domestic Queensware,
all of which will be sold at rock bottom prices. The usual cry of reduction has
taken effect at my place, also. A good assortment of Dry Goods can always
be shown, and now at reduced prices. Caustic soda, single pound or in pack
ages of five. Carp chain in variety. Clothes Wringers at reduced prices. Our
__ j p R I C E S

-W I L L

C O M P E

T E -----

with other stores, anywhere, town or country. Competition defied7n

CLOTHING FOR MEN AND BOYS,
C ut and made up by himself. Prices as low at the lowest, Satisfaction guaranteed. You will profit
by calling at the

Providence Square Store.

JOSEPH STO N E,
CARPET

WEAVER,

P E R K IO M E N B R ID G E .
Rag Carpet woven 9) order in any style desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for
sale at reasonable prices.

gAM UEL P. SHANTZ.

Carpenter and Builder.
RAHN SRATION, PA.
Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work.
No pains spared to give satisfaction.

fUAKE NOTICE !
The members of the Mutual Fire Insurance
Co., of Montgomery county, are hereby notified
that a contribution has been levied of One Dol
lar on each One Thousand Dollars for which
they are insured, and that M. McGlathery, Treas
urer of said Com pally, will attend at his office,
No. 506 Swede Street, in the Borôugh of Norris
town, from this date to receive said assessments.
Extract of Charter, Section CIA.—“ Any member
failing to pay his or her Assessment Tax within
40 days after the above publication shall forfeit
and pay for such negleet double such rates, and
in case default is made 50 days after the expi
ration of the 40 days aforesaid, such defaulting
member may at the option of the Board of Man
agers, be excluded from all benefits under their
Policies, and yet be held liable for all pastTaxcs
and Penalties.” I desire every member to be
punctual.
M. McGDATHERY,
Jan. 25, 6t,
Tieasqrer,

Thursday, April 3, 1884.
TERMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.

This paper has a larger circulation
in this section o f the county than any
other paper published. As an- adver
tising 'medium the “ Independent" ranks
among the most desirable papers, having
a large and steadily increasing circula
tion in various localities Xhroughout the
county.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub
lisher to make the “ Independent” one o f
the best local and general newspapers
in the county, or anywhere else, and to
this end use invite correspondence fro m
every section.
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
for the convenience of our readers.
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as
follows :
FOB PHI1.ADBI.PHIA AND POINTS SOUTH.

. . .1.25 p. m .
. . .4.42 p. m.

M a rk e t.....................
A cco m o d atio n .. . .

POR ALLENTOWN AND POINTS NORTH AND WEST.

. . .7.03
___9.14
. . .8.13
. . .6.41

•A ccom odation
M a r k e t ....................
A c c o m m o d a tio n ..

a.
a.
p.
p.

m.
m.
m.
m.

SUNDAYS— SOUTH.

A c c o m o d a tio n .. . . ;■.......................... . . . .4.59 p. m .
NORTH.

A cco m m o d atio n ..

.

Samuel Det- Communicated ju st before going to press.
dropped dead
A TEMPEST IN A TEA POT !
street depot, GREAT “ INDIGNATION MEET
The animal
ING” LAST NIGHT. Look out for
an “ Organized Riot” soon ! Is history
(in Freeland) repeating itself? The
W ill Carry No More Letters!
sober minded public are implored to
John Fulmer was an inmate of the allow the unhappy victim of this popu
Montgomery almshouse the past fif lar outburst to make a statement be
teen years, and during four or five fore believing a tithe of the bad things
years—through the heat of summer said against him at the “great meeting!”
and the cold of winter—had carried
C itizen .
the mail from the Phoenixville postoffice, daily. On the 15th of March
J. H. Brendlinger, the new landlord
he was 79 years of age, and on Sun of the Limerick Square hotel, took
day, the 16th, he last visited his Sun possession of the same last week. There
day school and church in Phoenixville. were 69 horses in the stables and 250
On Wednesday, the 19tb, he went to people sat down to dinner.
Roxborough to see his sons. While
there he was taken sick, died of pneu
monia, and was buried on Wednesday, H om e F lash es and S tray Sparks
F rom Abroad.
last week., Owing to arrangements
previously made, the remains were dis
—Beaver A Shellenberger, Trappe,
posed of in the usual way, and were not are agents for the celebrated Hamburg
sent to Philadelphia.
Champion plow, and castings. They
also 'sell the castings for the Ohio plow.
Religious.
The first day of April was ushered
A meeting of the Lutheran congre in with snow instead of genial showers.
gation of Limerick was held on the The weather however did not freeze
evening of March 25, for the purpose the ardor of those who were inclined to
of organizing a Sunday School under say—“ April fool.”
the supervision of St. James’ Lutheran
—Don’t forget the public shool en
Church. After the adoption of the
constitution and by-laws the following tertainment in-; Masonie Hall, Trappe,
officers were elected : President of the this (Thursday) evening.“
Association, Henry Johnson; Secre
—Our friend J. M. Barry of Eagle
tary,
George
K ehl; Treasurer, ville
drives a trotter. He says he can.
Hazekiah Krause; Superintendents, drive to Norristown from his residence
Charles A. Reifsnyder and Miss Irene 4^ miles in 14 minutes. That’s going
W alt; Librarians, P. Fritz and Horace
T. Miller. These seven officers also lively.
constitute the Board of Managers. ,, ,—I. P Rhoades, Esq., Trappe, attend
Cora T. Miller and Mary Missimer ed, church last Sunday. This announce
were appointed by the society to act as ment may be regarded as rather per
organists. The School will open on sonal, yet it is an astounding bit of news.
Sunday, April 6 , at 12:45 p. m., to be
—Here is an extract from one of
folio wed by Divine services with con
gregation and school at 2 p. m. All brother R obarts’ editorials:
“A successful politician, the most suc
are cordially invited to attend.
cessful, is he who follows, not leads,
Deaths.
.public opinion. If you look about you
Susie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed and note the man who' has succeeded
ward David, this place, died Wednes best in getting office, it is the one who
day afternoon, last week, of heart dis grunts when you ask him a question,
ease, in the fifteenth year of her age. smiles an answer, or says yes to every
The funeral was held on Sunday. In thing. Your plain, blunt, outspoken
terment in Trinity Christian church fellow, whose position upon every ques
cemetery.
The deceased had been tion is well-known, has no manner of
sick for several weeks previous to her chance with your time-serving, syco
death. The parents have the sympa phantic seeker after favor and popular
thy of this community in their season pap.”
of sorrow.
Our fellow inkslinger made the bull’s
eye ring the bell when . he . fired that
Andrew Todd, a resident of this shot.
locality years ago, and well known to
—“ Brother Moser of the P rovidence
many of our older citizens, died at his I ndependent
, smiles as lusciously as a
residence, near Ivyville, this county, June rose, burdened with twilight’s
last week.
The funeral was held on crystal dew”—Norristown Times. How
Monday. Interment was made in the superbly expressed !
Trinity Christian church ceinëtery,
this place.
The deceased was a haif—Never mind ladies! The boys will
brother to William Todd, of Norris be here again next week.
town.
—“ In the spring time I ”—cut it
Mrs. Mary Priest, wife of Horace short my la d ; wait awhile. There
Priest, this township, died last week. may be another snow storm on the way.
The funeral was held on Wednesday.
—We will publish a good Riddle on
Interment in the Lutheran cemetery, our first page next week.
Trappe, The deceased was a daughter
—Mr. C. Fenton removed to Manaof Samuel Garber, dec’d.
yunk on Tuesday. He has been en
Mannassas, son of Joseph and Cath gaged in the store owned by the Penarine Gottschall, this place, died Tues coyd Iron Company at that place. May
day night, aged 27 years. The deceased success attend him.
had been afflicted for 15 years with
—Fine imported violins at Beaver A
dropsy and heart disease, and for the Shellenberger’s.
past year his condition was critical.
He was a carriage painter by trade and
—John Shaffer, of Yerkes, deals in
an excellent workman, and a young good building stone.
man of more than ordinary intelligence.
—Oh no ! we must not forget the
The funeral Will be held on Saturday
morning next. Interment in Mennonite dear old depot! there it stands,—let us
look at it while it remains. I t will be
cemetery, near Schwenksville.
gone afterwhile and then we may re
gret that we did not observe it more
Anniversary.
frequently, poorthing!
The.Zwinglian Literary Society of
—The Celebrated Rubber paint for
Ursinus College observed its four
teenth anniversary with very appro sale at Beaver A Shellenberger’s. None
priate exercises last Thursday evening. better.
The hall was decorated with festoos of
—Another sale of fresh cows at Perevergreens, and Mr. Rimby, the Col kiomeu Bridge next Monday afternoon
legeville florist, heigtened the effect by by H. Allebach.
placing bn the stage a collection of
—“ The P rovidence I ndependent is
rare and beautiful flowers. The seats,
aisles and vestibule were filled with a one of the sprightliest weeklies coming
large and attentive audience. The to this office.”—Norristown Times.
speakers of this Society have always
—Our citizen, John Gotwals returned
stood in the front rank and judging by
the efforts made last Thursday evening home from Georgia on Tuesday. Dur
they mean to hold their position. The ing the return trip he suffered very
music furnished by Prof. J. W. Custer, much on account of sea sickness.
of Pottstown, gave entire satisfaction.
—Henry B. Essick, a resident of
The Salutatory and an oration ‘‘True Trappe for many years, moved to
Elevation” were delivered by D. C. Camden, N. J., last Saturday. He was
Murtha, Philadelphia. This was Mr. a good, intelligent citizen.
Murtha’s first effort and it reflected,
much credit upon both the Society and
—The name of Hanover Station on
the speaker. Mr. A. J. Kern, Slating- the Perkiomen railroad has been
ton, Pa., delivered a very instructive changed to Hillegas,
and practical oration on the ‘‘Choice of
—The last flash over the wires reads:
a Profession,” in which he set forth
“
The
Dutch have taken Holland-, and
the danger and folly of those who dis
regard all humble callings for one of the next man who commits murder in
the three great professions without re Cincinnati will probably be hung.”
gard to their qualifications. T, C,
Strock, Springtown, Pa.,gave an excell OUR NO RRISTOW N L E T T E R .
ent address on the subject of “Indus
N o r r i s t o w n , March 31, 1884.
try,” showing that man, to meet the
About
seven o’clock Dn Wednesday
requirements of nature and fulfill the
highest end of his being, must be in morning last, a fire broke out in the
dustrious, that there is “no excellence drug store of Dr. N. H. Longabough,
without labor,” and no royal road to corner of Swede and Airy streets, this
wealth, to learning or to power ; but borough. Dr. Longabough had gone
that all must toil and all must be in into the cellar for the purpose of start
dustrious. ' James B. May, Sbenkles, ing a fire in the heater. He had lighted
Pa., delighted the audience with a a coal oil lamp which hung from the
flowery and beautiful oration on “The ceiling, when he accidently ran against
Ruins of Time,” Mr, May is one of the it, and it struck the cellar wall and was
popular speakers at the College. His broken. The contents were scattered
fine appearance, clear voice, and ease of over a pile of wood which immediately
utterance.makes him a favorite speaker, blazed up, and the fire extended to
Mr, J, A, Keifer, Elizabethville, Pa., other combustible materials in the
delivered the Eulogy, taking for his cellar. The alarm was sounded and
subject “John Knox, the great Scottish various fire companies were sobn on
Reformer.” The exercises thus far had the ground, and began to pour streams
been interspersed with instrumental of water upon the burning material.
music, and after the eulogy the The fire however, before it was extin
audience were favored with a solo by guished spread very rapidly and burned
Mr. Custer’s youngest son. The last through the floor in the rear of the
speaker of the evening was James B. store. The water soon became about
Meminger, the orator of Ursinus Col three feet deep in the cellar, and the
lege, subject: Oratory. The gentleman principal damage was to the stock of
produced strong arguments in favor of drugs, oils, paints, etc., stored there.
his subject. The subject matter of the The contents of the laboratory were
oratiou was excellent, the style of the entirely ruined. The loss was about
young orator, almost faultless. As a $4000, and the insurance on the con
thinker, writer and orator Mr. Mem tents was $5000. Very little damage
inger has a brilliant future before him. was done to the building, which is
The entire programme of the evening owned by Isaiah B. Houpt. The com
was rendered in a manner highly satis bustible nature of the contents caused
the progress of the flames to be very
factory to all,

A horse belonging to
wilcr, Lower Providence,
in the yard of the Mill
Norristown, on Friday.
was insured for $200.

Providence Independent.

9.30 a . m .

W2^T‘All communications, business or
otherwise, transmitted to us through the
mails, to receive immediate attention,
must be directed to Collegeville, P. 0.,
hereafter.
•
C. B. Heebner, sold at public sale,
last Saturday, his mill property and
a house to Isaac Stearly, of .this town
ship, for $1950.
Geo. W. Emory, the new proprietor,
has taken possession of th e . Eagleville
hotel property. Mr. Laver is about to
move to Pottstown.
D. H. Casselberry will arrive at his
stables, near this place, to-day
with another lot of superior Vir
ginia horses.
Asa Thomas, a widely known citi
zen of Lansdale, died last week, aged
75 years.
Deceased was for many
years assessor of Gwynedd township.
Hobson’s school house an old land
mark just east Of the borough line of
Royersford is being torn down. It was
erected 73 years ago.
Rev. C. Rimensnyder, a represen
tative of the American Sunday School
Union, preached in the Reformed
Church, Trappe, Sunday morning, and
a t Trinity Christian Church, this place,
in the evening.
The Jeffersonville hotel property,
owned by Peter Fiegel, was recently
put up at public sale, bid to $6,800
and withdrawn. I t has since been sold
to A. Fitler, of Philadelphia. Mr.
Fiegel will remain on the premises
until next fall.
A. D. Fetterolf, Esq., real estate
agent has sold the messuage and six
teen acres of land, near this place, the
property of S. D. Wanner to Joseph P.
Robison, of Philadelphia, for $2975.
Mr. John Robinson, of this place, will
remove to the premises soon.
H. Rimby, the Collegeville florist,
plants an advertisement elsewhere that
cannot fail to interest all who may de
sire to purchase seeds, flowers, Ac.
Mr. Rimby is one of our most enter
prising business men, and he is ever
painstaking in his methods to secure
patronage, and to give his many cus
tomers entire satisfaction.
Our friend, Amos Kratz, of this
township, while driving on the pike
near Limerick Square, last Saturday,
his horse shied, turned around quickly
and upset the carriage.
Mr. Kratz
held fast to the lines, was dragged a
considerable distance and somewhat
injured.
The carriage was badly
wrecked.
The Chestnut Hall Literary Society,
connected with Chestnut Hall School
of this township, E. L. Markley, teach
er, will give an excellent entertainment
in Limerick Square Hall, Saturday
evening, April 12. The programme
will consist of dialogues, select read
ings, recitations, pantomimes, Ac., and
no doubt a very good time will be had.
The Republicans of the upper dis
trict of this township, will meet at
Frederick’s hotel, Trappe, next Satur
day evening to elect three delegates to
represent said district in the county
convention to be held in Norristown
next Tuesday to elect delegates to
the State Cnvention. The Republi
can of the lower district will meet at
Port Providence.
Hydrophobia,

Anna . Kennedy, a twelve-year-old
dauglitet of John Kennedy, of Conshohoeken, was bitten by a mad dog some
time ago. She was on her way to
school, one day last week, when seeing
a dog, she took a spasm and fled for
home. She grew worse and worse, suffer
ing the most terrible agony. The unfor
tunate girl was kept partly under the
influence of morphia, hypodermically
infected, but no human power could
save her life., She died Thursday even
ing from exhaustion.
Day’s Horse and Cattle Powder pro
motes the growth of stunted pigs, and
increases the natural tendency of swine
to take on flesh. As a cleanser and
invigorator for hogs it has no equal.
Only 25 eents per package of one
pound* ful) weight,

fapid, and if the firemen had not re
PUBLIC S A L E
sponded immediately the entire build
OF
ing, including the row of lawyers’
offices, would very likely have been
destroyed. The firemen deserve much
be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY,
credit for their prompt and energetic Will
APRIL 7, 1884, ‘ at Perkiomen Bridge hotel,
response to the alarm.
ONE CAR
Load of Fresh Cows with calves, direct
Many of the leading men and women
from York pounty. Good judgm ent was
of the county are taking active part in
in the selection of this stock, and it
arranging for the coining County Cen exercised
will be to thé interest of purchasers to attend
tennial. On last Wednesday the Gen sale. Sale to commence at 2 o’clock,
H. H. ALLEBACH
eral Executive committee held a meet Conditions by
ing in the room of the Historical So J. G. Fetterojf, auct.
ciety at the Court House. Judge
F O U R TH P U B L IC S A L E OF
Boyer presided.
Geo. W. Rogers,
Esq., of the Finance Comuiitte reported
a plan to raise $ 10,000, but the com
mittee definite plan and report at the
Will be sold at public sale, on SATURDAY,
12, 1884, at the furniture store of George
next meeting. Col. T. W. Bean an APRIL
Detwiler, near Skippackville, a large stock of
nounced the names of the members of D.
Furniture : Chamber suits, bedsteads, very fine
the Committee on Invitation. Mrs. S. walnut book cases, bed springs and mattresses,
L. Rex was authorized'to have printed^ fine walnut sideboards with looking glasses,
sideboards, lounges, marble top stands,
and distributed a number of circulars, common
secretaries, desks, bureaus, enclosed and open
intended to be issued to the ladies of washstands, breakfast and dining tables, chairs
the county inviting them to exhibit of different kinds and a lot of other furniture
described here. Sale to commence at 1
articles of unique interest. As H. W. not
o’clock. Conditions by GEO. D. DETWILER.
Kratz, Esq., desired to be relieved from L. H. Ingram, auct.
I. H. Johnson, elerk.
serving as Chairman of the Committee
on Music, Lafayette. Ross,"Dr. P. Y.
Public Sale o f
Eisenberg, and H. W. Kratz were ap
pointed a committee to see to the music. if" .
¡g
The Republican Invincibles of Nor
Blacksmith tools, &c. Will be sold at public
ristown gave a book reception at their sale, on MONDAY, April 7,1884, by the under
headquarters on Thursday evening. signed, at Rahn station, Montgomery county,
the following personal property :—Two jump,
Previous to the exercises a number of seat
carriages, 2 falling to p s,: 1 two seated
valuable books were donated by various phaeton,, milk buggy, wheelwright tools of all
friends and members of the. organi kinds, 1 coaehmakers’ vise, hub boxing machine,
and oak planks, ash planks, spokes and
zation. Music was furnished by the hickory
felloes of all sizes. Two sewing machines—
Harmony Glee Club, and Col. T. W. Singer and Howe, Stove, trimming table, 2 cup
Bean delivered an interesting and in boards, old iron by the pound, and a great many
articles not described. Conditions : Sums
structive lecture on “American Man other
of $20 dollars and under, cash. For sums over
ufactures.”
$20 a credit of 90 days will be given by giving a
In the injunction case of the Borough note with approved security.
M. R. MININGER,
of Norristown vs. P. S. -V. R. R. Co., L. H. Ingram, Auct.
Agent for the owners.
in which the defendant company was
BLACKSMITHS’ TOOLS. Also at the same
stopped from crossing Franklin Ave
and place will be sold a lot of blacksmiths’
nue, in this borough, at a proposed time
tools : Bellows, anvils, tongs, blowers, eold
grade, Judge Boyer has filed his opin chisels, pinchers, screw stocks, taps and dies,
ion. After he had carefully inspected shoeing tools, vise, 9 hand hammers, and other
the ground, he reached the following tools not mentioned. Lot scrap iron, &c.
conclusion: “ That the defendants
Public Sale o f
should erect a bridge spanning thirty
feet of Franklin avenue, on the eastern
side, with a clear passage way of that
width underneath and a Clear headway
of at least eleven fe e t; . and that the
remaining thirty-fetit in width of the
said street should be. ,suitably graded
Will be sold at Public Sale on THURSDAY
as an approach to the railroad on the
SATURDAY, APRIL 10, and 12, 1884, at
northerly side, and flanked on the and
the residence of the undersigned, in Collegeville,
easterly side by a retaining wall. This Montgomery county, the following Personal
will secure in the best possible manner Property 3 HORSES, good workers and dri
Spotted Pony. 17 MILCH COWS. One
the interests of the travelling public, vers.
stock bull, 6 SHOATS—4 of them are of the
and facilitate transportation on Frank Chester White breed. 20 pair of Chickens—
lin avenue to and from the business Black Spanish. 3 two horse farm wagons, one
broad wheels, bed and ladders. Lot wagon,
points of that locality. Upon the filing with
cart, express, market wagon, summer Phaeton,
of an acceptance in writing o f the fore family Carriage, Jenny Lind, 2 Sunshades, 8
going condition by the defendants the Falling tops, one new ; buggy, 3 one horse
express sleigh.
Threshing machine,
preliminary injunction heretofore grant sleighs,
(H eebner's), winnowing mill, Telegraph fodder
ed will be dissolved.” ; j
cutter, cutting box, corn sheller, cider mill, can
On Monday evening of last week a be run by hand or horse power. Champion
and Reaper, Eureka Mower, Hench’s
number of our prominent citizens met Mower
Corn Planter and Cultivator, used one season ;
to take preliminary steps to have a Syracuse plow, harrow, hoe harrow, horse rake,
Street Railway companjr. After some roller, single and double trees, forks, rakes,
grubbing hoes, shovels, maul and wedges,
discussion a route was proposed and a hoes,
two iron sledges, 28 foot ladder, cow, timber and
committee appointed to solicit sub other chains. 14 Setts of Single Harness, a
scriptions for the purpose. ANo pay part of them new. Double harness, light and
cart gears, light and heavy collars, dou
ment will be required on the sub heavy,
ble and single lines, horse blankets and robes,
scriptions until the sum of $20,000 is blind and headbalters, 2 riding saddles, cross
raised. The committee consists of the cut saw, hay hook, rope and pulleys, 150 bushels
Corn, i00 bushels good Seed Oats, wheat
following persons : H. M. Lutz, R. of
bran, 4 barrels of vinegar, 25 bushels of pota
Smith, F. B. Smith, Wm. Burton, toes, 6 of Gordon's Patent Feed Steamers and
Isaac Chism, Esq., Joseph Blackfan, Washers and 10 steamer tubs. 1600 pounds of
TOBACCO, well seasoned. Household
Norman Egbert, A. W. Geiger, and LEAF
Goods and Dairy Fixtures : Large Copper Ket
Owen D. Brooke. The projector of the tle, Cooking Stove—Eclipse No. 7. Two parlor'
enterprise seem to be in earnest and it stoves, large quantity of Rag and other Carpet
the yard, tables, chairs, 2 bureaus, bedsteads
is hoped that we will soon have the by
and bedding, stands, sideboards, clocks, 2 set
convenience of street railways in Nor tees. About 100 milk pans and buckets, cream
cans, milk cans, ice cream tubs and cans, two
ristown.
L ee.

UOR SA L E !
A two seated Carriage and a sleigh.' Will
be sold cheap for want of further use. Apply to
LEWIS ROYER, Trappe, Pa.

FRESII COWS ! i

Hr FURNITURE!!

CARRIAGES,

Personal Property I

<$£.

F rom Our T rappe Correspondent.
Mr. Kepler, our new furniture dealer
moved into town on Tuesday last.
The Lyceum connected with the
Augustus Lutheran church, held its
monthly meeting on Wednesday in
stead of Thursday, evening, this week.
Several farmers in this vicinity com
menced plowing on Monday afternoon.
They saj’ the ground is in good condi
tion and works nicely.
There is a rumor afloat that Prof.
A. Rarabo,, ex-county' superintendent,
who has had charge of Washington
Hall Collegiate Institute for many
years, intends selling his property and
removing with his family to Massachu
setts,
O. B. Steeley, who taught our gram
mar school at this place during the
past winter, will leave us on Saturday
next for Bloomsburg, to accept a posi
tion in the Normal School at that place.
Warren Rahn, of Perkiomen township,
has been engaged to finish the unex
pired term, which will be but two days.
The Chestnut Hall Literary Society
held its semi-monthly meeting on Fri
day afternoon last.
The programme
rendered was a good- one, ™ I under
stand they have but one more meeting
before the close of .this school term,
for which they are making some special
preparations.
There will be communion and confir
mation services at the Lutheran church
on Easter Sunday, at 10 o’clock, a. m,
Owing to the strong gale that was
blowing on Sunday last, two carriages
were upset in the Lutheran church
yard. Fortunately no person was in
either of them, and nothing was broken.
Had it not been that plenty of people
were at hand to set things aright, the
result might have been a more serious
one.
Decided steps ought to be taken to
cure a Cold or Cough at once. We
should recommend Dr. Bull’s Cough
Sj'rup. This valuable medicine is in
dorsed by the physicians and you can
rely on its doing the work every time.

s i

A small house in Philadelphia. Will pay
10 per cent, on the investment. Price, $1,100.
Also 3 houses, with 9 rooms each, in Camden, at
a sacrifice. Apply to W. KNIPE, Trappe, Pa.

p O R SALE.
For the Cure of Coughs, Colds,]
Hoarseness, Bronchitis,Croup, Influ
enza, Asthma, Whooping Cough, In-|
cipient Consumption and for the re-I
liefofconsumptive persons in advan-l
ced stages of the Disease. For Sale
by all Druggists.—Price, 25 Cents.

W ashington H all

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.
Spring Term will begin April 7,1884.
A. RAMBO, P h . D., Trappe, Pa.

EVERYBODY’S
S

A L E : -

Will be sold at Public Sale, on SATURDAY
APRIL 5, 1884, a t Perkiomen Bridge, Collegeville, Montgomery county, the following Person
al Property : 3 HORSES. No 1, is —'—f x i
a bay horse coming 7 years old, 15%
hands high, sound and gentle, fearless of steam, safe for a woman to drive. No 2,
is a dark brown horse coming 6 years old, 15%
hands high, sound and gentle, works anywhere,
fearless of steam. No S, is a roan mare, 7 years
old, 15% hands high, sound and gentle, a good
stepper and an extra roadster—would suit a doc
tor. 3 two seated carriages, second-hand, in
first-class order. Extension top carriage, nearly
new ; falling top carriage in good condition ; sun
shade carriage, express wagon, nearly new, 2
no-top buggies, 2 good sulkeys, lot wagon, good
as new, iron axles. Cart and harness. Wheel
barrow. HARNESS : 1 new set of double har
ness, rubber mounting ; 2 new sets single har
ness, rubber m ounting; 4 sets of good single
harness, second handed; riding bridle, 2 neck
straps, 1 set double lines, 2 strings sleigh bells,
collars and hames for light harness, 1 harness
cupboard. Three shoats, Chester County Whites,
20 pair chickens, 1 large turkey gobler, 1 cutting*
box, dung and hay forks, rakes and shovels, 1
swill barrel, one 10 gallon keg, 1 bed spring, %
dozen chairs, chicken coops, butter churn, 50
quart milk can, new, Lot of wheelwright tools,
such as saws, hammers, bits, braces, planes, &c.
The following described goods will be sold at
the residence of Samuel Laehman, near by : Lot
of white oak lumber from 2% to 4 Inches thick,
light and heavy seasoned axles, heavy and light
felloes; spokes, light and heavy, by the hundred,
lot of seasoned hubs, about 25 bushels of hen
manure, also lot horse manure by the ton, lot of
meadow hay for bedding and many articles not
mentioned. Sale to sommence at 1 o’clock,
sharp. Conditions : All sums of $10 and under,
cash ; all sums exceeding that amount a credit
of 90 days will he given by giving a note with
approved security, payable at any Bank most
convenient to the purchaser.
US & CO.
L. H. Ingram, auct.
A. D. Fetterolf, clerk.
H. G. Schwenk, Receiving Clerk.

Attention!

Horsemen!

Mambrino Hasson,

PATENTS.

DINING ROOMS,
Under Acker’s Building, Swede Street, near
Main, Norristown,
HARRY B. LONG, Proprietor,
Is the place to go to get anything you may de
sire in the eating line, prepared in the best style,
at moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest
and best in town, done up in every style. Remem
ber the place and favor it with your patronage
when Ip town.

Two Brewster spring, piano box, Falling
Tops. Also a good market wagon. Apply to
ABNER W . JOHNSON, Yerkes P. O*, Pa.

p O R RENT.
A Desirable Dwelling House in Collegeville,
near public school building. Apply to
A. D. FETTEROLF, Esq.,
Real Estate Agent and Conveyancer.

pO R R EN T!
A tenement house and lot, in Collegeville.
Apply to Dr. J. HAMER,
Collegeville, Pa.

pO R R EN T.

INSTATE NOTICE.

A part of a house.
Inquire at

Estate of Hannah Paul, late of Upper Prov
idence, township, Montgomery county, deceased.
All persons indebted to said estate are request
ed to make immediate payment, and those hav
ing legal claims against the same, will present
them without delay in proper prder for settle
ment to
DAVID KEYSER, Executor.
463.
P. O. Address, Trappe, Pa.

JIO R RENT,

T7STATE NOTICE.
Estate of Isabella Yerkes, late of Upper Provi
dence township, Montg. county, Pa., deceased.
Notice is hereby'given that letters testamentary
upon the above estate have been granted to the
undersigned. All persons indebted to said estate
are requested to make immediate payment, and
those having claims to present the same with
out delay to
FRANK M. HOBSON,
Collegeville P. O.
Executor.

USTATE NOTICE.
Estate of Henry B. Tyson, late of Perkio
men township, Montgomery county, deceased.
All persons indebted to said estate are re
quested to make immediate payment, and those
having legal claims against the same, will pre
sent them without delay in proper order for set
tlement to
GEORGE G. TYSON, Grater’s Ford P. O.
DAVID G. TYSON, Trappe P. O.,
Executors.

p R O P O S A L S FOR A PR IL, 1884.

The Directors of the Poor and House of Em
ployment of Montgomery County invite sealed
proposals for the following articles at the above
named almshouse,
ON MONDAY, APRIL 7 , 1884,
At 12 o ' cIo c k , noon, to wit :
6 pieces Scotch Diagonal.
8
Cottonade.
10 “
Muslin % yard (best quality)
2 11 Lead colored chintz.
12 dozen Men's HandKerchiefs.
4 “
11
Straw hats.
400 pounds Coffee (unroasted).
500 “ ^ Barley.
100 . (i ' HemlocK sole leather.
1 box Clay s m o K e p ip e s .
2 dozen Hand scrubs.
1 u
Scrubbing brushes.
1 “
Corn hoes.
1 barrel sugar.
1 barrel b o r e sugar.
4 “
Sugar house molasses.
2 u
Syruy.
1 “ xxx marrow fat beans.
8 bushels of peas.
One boat load of coal, half egg and one half
stove, to be delivered at Almshouse wharf free of
freight on or before April 20th, 1884. The mine
to be designated.
One car load of steers ranging in weight from
1000 to 1300 pounds. All cattle weighing less
than 1000 pounds will be rejected. Cattle to be
delivered on or before May 5th, 1884. Cattle to
be weighed on almshouse scales, cattle to be in
spected by the Directors before the delivery at
small churns, apple butter by the pot, and a almshouse.
thousand other articles not enumerated. The
Samples of goods required. All goods to be
Live Stock, farming utensils and Tobacco will
at almshouse or Phoenixville free of
be sold on first day of sale, Sale to commence' delivered
freight.
a t 12- o'clock M., on each day. Conditions:
JOHN O. CLEMENS
6 months credit on sums exceeding $10.
DANIEL SHULER,
ABRAM GRATER.
HENRY S. LOWERY,
J . G. Fetterolf, auct.
A. D. Fetterolf, clerk.
Directors.
a t t e s t — D a v i d H . Ross, ClerK.

The Thoroughbred Trotting Stallion will make
the season of ’84 from April 1st, at the stable of
the owner, at Washington Square Hotel, Mont
gomery county. Charges, $50 a mare. Mares
not proving with foal can he returned next sea
son free of charge.
Mambrino Hasson was sired by Relf’s Mam
brino Pilot, who Is the sire of Hannls Mambrino,
Gift Emulous and other noted trotters, and Pilot
was half brother to the noted Lady Thorn.
JOSEPH C. BEYER, Norristown P. O.
E. M. M A R B LE , (Late Commissioner of
Patents.) Obtains patents for inventions in thisand foreign countries. Will also attend to pat
ent cases in the United States Courts. Office, rpHE POPULAR
Le Droit Building, Washington, D. C.

Specialty:—P a ten t causes before th e P a ten t C
and th e Courts. B easonable term s. Opinions
patentability, free o f charge. Send for circular;

JIO R SALE.

I . R. Benjamin, & Co.,
— PHOENIX —

Hardware House !
Phoœnixvilie, Pa.
DON'T READ
THIS UNLESS
YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
SEEDS,

PLOWS,

Terms very reasonable.
THIS OFFICE.

A p .rt of a House in Evansburg. Ap
ply to JOÏIN R. YOCUM, Lower Providence, Pa.

PROPOSALS.
Proposals will be received by the under
signed as follows : For stone mason work, and
carpenter work, for a house, by Saturday, April
5. For plastering and painting by Tuesday,
April 15. Model and specifications can be seen
by calling a t the residence of the undersigned.
S. S. AUGEE, Collegeville, Pa.

PROPOSALS
Will be received for the carpenter work of
a frame stable, to be ereeted at the parsonage
of the Episcopal church, at Evansburg, up to
Saturday, April i 2 , 1884. For size, plan, <fec.,
enquire of
F. R. DEEDS,
D. M. CASSELBERRY,
Building Committee.

g H E R IF F ’S SALK OF

PERSONAL PROPERTY.
By virtue of a Writ of Fieri Facias, to me di
rected, will be sold at public sale, on FRIDAY,
APRIL 4,1884, at 1 o’clock, p. m., at the Shop
of J . B. Uunderkoffler, about 1 mile east of Rahn
Station, in the Township of Perkiomen end
county of Montgomery, the following articles of
Personal Property, to w it: One horse, wagon,
*wagon body, cart, sleigh, wheelbarrow,
.plows, harness, feed chests, hay, stove,
¿rope and tackle, grain cradle, fish bet,
crow bars,, chicken manure, 18 sets new blinds,
10 sets new shutters, 32 sets new sash, 7 new
doors," lot of flooring and lumber, paints, oils,
japan, together with other articles not enumer
ated Seized and taken in execution as the
property of J. B Underkofller and to he sold-by
EDWIN S. STAHLNECKER, Sheriff.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown P a., March 27,1884.
L. H. Ingram, auct.

Hello ! Hello ! Well ?
Our aesthetic friends are forever seeking
after something new in the line of nov
elties, and, as “ onward” is the motto
of the COLLEGEVILLE GREEN
HOUSE, we have for the
season of 1884, to offer the
following as specialties :
N e w a n d f a n c y B e g o n ia s , S in g l e D a h l ia s ,
Co l e u s , F u c h s ia s , F e r n s , G e r a n iu m s , R o s e s ,

and many other choice plants, which will be sold
at very moderate rate».
An early inspection of plants is advised, as
good plants can be secured that will increase in
size and value, and will make a splendid show
by the time that planting season arives.

Vegetable Plants
In Immese Quantity.
Cabbage, early three kinds,
Cauliflower,early snowball new
Egg Plant, transplanted
Pepper, large sweet and golden
transplanted
Sweet Potato, fine plants
Tomato, 5 kinds transplanted
Late Cabbage, 3 kinds ready in
June
Celery plants, 4 kinds
|
l*o less than doz., 100 or 1000,
Garden,

F ie l d

and

pl e m e n t s, Bu l b s, Gra ss
H a n g in g B a s k e t s , N e st

articles for sale by

doz. 1 H» ,1 1000
50 ' 4.00
10
20
25 1.50
15 1.00
35 3.00
12
12 75
75 6.00
8 8 40
40 2.50
8
40 2.50
at above rates.

F lo w er Se e d s, Im 
S e e d , W h it e C l o v e r ,
E g g s , and many other

HORACE RIMBY,
Collegeville, Pa.
All orders left with the Collegeville Bakers will
receive prompt attention and he delivered on
their routes free of charge.
I have a quantity of fine Cuthbert Raspberry
plants on hand, which will be sold at the low
price of 75 cents a doz., or 50 for $2.50.

PLOW CASTINGS,
CULTIVATORS, HOES, Rakes, Shovels, &c.,
For at present we shall only refer to above
line of Goods, which at this season of
the year are wanted by all who have
a piece of ground to cultivate,
no matter how large or
small. In SEEDS, we
have a stock repre
senting a Cash
Value of

$ 1 ,5 0 0 ,0 0
ALL NEW
Fresh and
•
Clean. An endless
variety and at prices
LOWER than you can buy
the same goods in any of our
large cities (as our expense is no
greater than if we merely sold Hard
ware). We make a specialty of selling Seed to

To Young Housekeepers!
We are now ready to show a fine line of

H i i s , C M s, M p , Bell
Blankets, Bed Feathers, Cork
Shavings, &c.

Also

—Queens and Glassware—
In large assortment, from lowest price u p .

Also, Table Knives and Forks, Plated
and other Spoons.

FURNITURE
Bed-room Suits in Walnut, Ash, and Painted,
Extension Tables. Center Tables, Parlor Suits,
Sofas, Patent Rockers, Lounges, Looking Glasses,
&c., &c. Also R A G, IN G R A IN AND BRU S
S E L CARPET, in fair assortment. tS P C all
and get low prices.

Market Gardeners. Our '
stock of CLOVER SEED
is Positively Pure, hav
ing been all Re-cleaned.
Welcome Oats, 50 lbs to
bushel. In PLOWS we
Grater’s Ford.
have a full assortmentof
the SYRACUSE Make.
Also Plow Castings for'
all the Standard makes.
Full line of Reversible
Slip Shares. 85 IRON
CULTIVATORS at Very
Low Prices. Large as
Who will say “ I will not plant fruit trees, I
sortment of Cultivator
and Harrow Teeth. Our will not live to get the fruit.” We have heard
r stock of Hoes, Rakes, similar expressions from people and their homes
Forks, Shovels, &c., are show at a great distance how foolish the talk.
selected from the best Do away with folly or fogyism, enliven your
makes, and Fully War homes, encourage your children and prove to
ranted.
A t the same your country that you have not lived the life
time we have a few Com of a miser. Where can we get our stock of
mon goods in above line trees, shrubbery, &c. ? Why of Abel H. Fox,
at very low figures, Not Collegeville, who has been in the business four
warranted, but sold for years and who has always given satisfaction to
ju st what they arew his customers, knowing as be does which are
the most suitable for this soil and climate. He
goes to the nursery in the morning and returns
in the evening with your stock fresh and green
for your use the next morning. He has the first
Of which we have Two Tons, purchased before individual yet to hear from who was dissatis
the recent advance, which we are selling at a fied with his stock, and he defies any or all com
Very small advance on first cost. Will he pleas petition. » Directions for tree wash and insect
ed to have you call, examine our goods, hear destroyer given to every customer.
our prices, and buy whatever you think is to
your advantage. Respectfully Yours,
UOR SALE 1

ISAAC KULP,

F rit and Ornamental Trees,
M te ry , k

Buck Thorn Fence Tire!

N. H. BENJAMIN & CO.
Jos. Fit water & Son’s Old Stand.

A Good Threshing Machine for sale, Apply at
the COLLEGEVILLE MILES.

S p ja rT i

mmmssmtmtam&eB

ENTERPRISE

Agriculture and Science.

MARBLE-WORKS!
Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.

bA iR Y M E N ’S PROTECTIVE AS
SOCIATION.
The annual meeting of the Dairy
men's Protective Milk Association, of
the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad
Company and its tributaries, was held
at the Washington House, Phœnixville,
on Saturday alternoon, March 15,1884.
The officers of the association were all
present.
The roll of directors was
then called and they all answered to
their names with the exception of two
there being fourteen present out of a
total of sixteen. The regular business
of the association was then attended to.
Thomas P. Walker made his report for
the past: year, and reported that he had
handled 2,892,000 quarts of milk dur
ing that period, and had collected for
the association $111,892.....He stated
that he had considerable difficulty
throughput the year in collecting this
amount from the milkmen, but notwith
standing he bad collected in full all
bills with the exception of three small
ones.
The whole amount of loss for
the year was $104.
The association
considered that the agent had done
nobly, and from the treasury paid the
amount in full.
I t then re-elected
Thomas P. Walker for the coming year,
commencing April 1st, 1884, and for
the excellent manner in which he has
conducted the interests of the associ
ation in the past.,, they have granted
him a lucrative salary for the coming
year. The association then proceeded
to elect their officers and directors for
the ensuing year as follows : President
Jacob Emery, of Chester Springs,
Chester county;:Vicè President, George
Wolf, of -Norristown: Secretary and
Treasurer, John A Vanderslice,. Oaks,
Montgomery county.

would announce to my friends and the public,
that I am now prepared to furnish all* kinds of
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.

MONUMENTS anfl TOMBSTONES,
O f Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
the finest and latest designs.

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of
BUILDINGS, S T E P S , SIL L S, ETC ., ETC.
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E n t e r p r i s e W o r k s . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
tlLow price* and fa ir dealings,
RESPEC TFU LL T,

IWHINEPILES

Symptoms are moisture, stin gin g, itching, worse at
n ig h t; seems as i f pin-worms were craw ling about
the rectum ; th e private parts are often affected. As a
leasant, economical and positive cure. S watmi's
intment is superior to an y article in the m a rk et
Sold !»y druggists, or send 60 ets. in 3 -c t Stamps» S
Boxes, $1.26. Address, D a. S waxne A Sox, Plii la., P *

IF YOU WANT THE BEST AND C H E A PFSt
town some office! WhoSe especial duty
MACHINES GO TO
it shall be to go about and see that all
weeds both in the highway and fields T he Largest and Best Selected Stock op R ichest Colorings w e bye ft Offered .
H E E B N E R & SO N S,
are cut sufficiently" often to prevent Ingrain, Carpet........................25, 31, 35, 40, 50c. Body Moquet .......................... ........... $1.50, $1.75
L
A N S D A L E , Montg. Co.y Terma
xtra Ingrain......................... 65, 75, 85c. to $1.00 Hall and Stair t o match....... 25, 40, 50, 75c. $1.00
their seeding; we want attached to this ETrpefetry
Brussels.*.. .75, 80, 85» 90c., $1.00, $1.00 Schuylkill-¡cot, Prison Rag Carpet. ..45,50,60,75c
The Oldest Agricultural Works in.Penna.
office so severe a penalty for neglect of
H E M P C A R P E T , M A T T IN G and OIL C L O T H S
duty that there,can be no failure. This
----- IN GREAT VARIETY.----would be a first step in the right
S
H
.
A
J
D
J
B
S
S
c
SZEK
-A A D U STC 3-, Newest Colors and Designs.
direction, and it is fully time we, as
fVTD'C'OO fV O O T Y ^J •
Silk, guaranteed not to cut. Solid Colored Silk—Garnet,
farmers, demanded' its enactment. It
^
v^A-yo • (jreen> Bronze, Blue, Brown, Plumb, Ac. Cloth-finish Black Cash
much the easiest for the horses, and have
may be a good deal of expense to take meres, Colored Wool Beges, Albatross, Nuns’ Veiling, Broches—a general variety of New Dress Are
Goods at prices to suit the times. Laces, Collars, Ties, Lawns, Chintzes, in fact a live stock.* Call the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
applied to horse powers,
a farm already overrun with weeds and and see. The politest attention to all, at the
try to clean them out, but perseverance
H
e e b n p r ’s L i t t l e
G ia n t T h r e s h in g a n d
OXjX> STOISTE STO RE 1
will finally succeed, as I know by
C l e a n in g M a c h in e ,
A. A. Y E A K L E , Cor. Main and Dekalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.,
actual experience,, and on a farm al
AND THRESHERS AND SHAKERS.
ready clean it is not near so much
Also all the best Mowers, Reapers, Hay
Rakes, &c.
trouble to keep them out as might be
vercoats
vercoats
vercoats
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
supposed.— Cor. N. Y. Tribune.
order.

CARPET

SPECIALTY.

M oor's Patent Level Tread
Horse Powers !

O

DOG EXPENSES PURP-OUSLY
COMPILED.

!

O

S u it s !

! O

!!!

S u it s !

For Men

Youths,

S u it s !

Boys

and

Children!

Repairing done by competent workmen and at
lowest prices.
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for Mills,
Factories, Creameries, &c. Send for Circulars,

An Iowa man has figured up the cost
HESBNER k
SONS.
LANSDALE,PA.
of keeping dogs in his State, and finds
ur
tock is the
argest
S
that they eat annually enough to feed
ur
rices are the
owest
100,000 working men, and counting in
the damage they do to the sheep-far
June8-ly.
ll our own
anufacturing
T W. ROYER, M. D.,
mers, the dogs cost the. state $9,000,600,
while the education of all the children
in the state is less than half that sum.
Practising Physician,
A Tennessee man makes out a simi
Upper Providence Square Pa.,
TRAPPE, PA,
lar condition of affairs in his state. He
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hail.
finds that there are 300,000 worthless
[Successor to Jos. G. Gotwals]
N O R R ISTO W N , PA.
dogs,
which consume food enough, if 66 & 68 Main Street [opposite Music Halt]
M Y. W EBER, M. D.,
fed to hogs, to make 30,000,000 lbs. of
bacon, which would be equal to feeding
Practising Physician,
meat to 100,000 able-bodied men a
E V A N SB U R O , PA
W 2 C \ i f KAÎ4TEZ SIX BOX ES
whole year. At ten cents per pound
T >c fiiH -rv e . W :u «‘..i-ii
rer-lv 4 by jie tor p i t
Office Hours:—8 to 10, a. m. 2 to 4, p. m. 7 to 9
u'iii.'iiKi:.
• r • h • *. - nvif~y It !.0 treatujont ttoc*
the bacon would be worth $3,000,000,
p. m.
KHSMt £ 3!ÙXri’-».••{:>*■. 3 .“»It .‘«St... .. PMVtolphW.'Pw
and if in silver would load down 94
J H. HAMER, M. D.
$
~
a i t*Ji.
two-horse wagons, and make a wagon
I r o r'îebrU .1 . » • .t i r.! ».il
r. It
I
•»¿tvatfitoh*1. CiiH«U>.Mtlo». 1‘i.r‘iif. !!•■•. Sk¡»i ».... j
f »:•«w..-1-e
u p ..u .......... ! . :
U : i•«!•:>«>•«<-4 t o r *
train
more
than
a
half
a
mile
long.
COLLEGEVILLE,
PA.
The undersigned takes pleasure in announc
1 --- c ! ¿ £ 11 u 1 / lH N D S L S C H ,
Again the worthless whelps prevent
ing to the public that he is prepared to fill all
(
320 t îs r p
. »»hUr.treipIlia, P a .
O f f ic e H o u r s • l
T in 9 a - m 1 3 t o 3 Porders for Harness at short notice and at reason UFFICB
H0UBS • \
A fter 6 p. m.
farmers from keeping 2,000,000 sheep,
able prices. GOOD MATERIAL and WORK.
MANSHIP. A full stock of
i^ "3 p e e la l attention given to diseases o f the
the mutton and wool from which would
eye aud ear. Free clinic every Thursday morn
B L A N K E T S,
be worth $5,000,000. Including the
ing from 8 to 12 for eye and ear diseases.
TOP-COVERS,
sheep
now annually killed, the entire
C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
IM PROVED COLLARS,
F. SLOUGH.
I am still at the business. I thank the public for patronage bestowed, and hope to merit a
expense for keeping the dogs of the
WHIPS, Ac., Ac.
continuance of the same.. Will visit Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity; as heretofore, on
All kinds of Harness Oil, and a supply of all
D ea l e r s in
A NATION O F WEED GROWERS. state amounts jto the pretty sum of $9,TU E SD A Y, TH URSD A Y and SA TURD A Y
kinds of goods pertaining to the business.
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
000 , 000.
Repairing done in the best manner. Satisfac
Morning of each week, with the best Beef, Veal, and Mutton. Highest cash prices paid for Calves.
We are in danger of becoming a na
White and Yellmc Pine, and Hemlock
tion guaranteed to all.
Norristown, Pa. Office, No. 7. AIRY St. Speaks
Another writers, after making care
tion of weed instead of grain growers.
English and German.
In addition to the above, a full stock of Lubri
E V A N SB U R G , L O W E R P R O V ID E N C E , P. O.
Already more than three-fourths of all ful estimates of damage by dogs in the
cating and Machine Oils, Coal and Headlight
LU M BER ,
P G. HOBSON,
Oil. Also cigars and Tobacco.
the clover seed raised in the United Northern States alone, finds it Costs
States is greatly damaged in market not less than $33,000,000 annually to
Various grades, dressed and undressed. •
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
value and is nearly worthless really by support our dogs, a sum that, would
105,000 farms at government
C or.M AIN and S W E D E Streets, Norristown,Pa. reason of the great numbers of weed buy
S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
prices
for
laud, or it would buy 132,000
Can be seen every evening at his residence in seeds ; it is almost impossible to obtain
Freeland.
PICKETS, CEDAR AND C H E ST N U T
a sample of pure timothy or other grass neighborhood libraries of 200 volumes
RAILS.
each.
^ D. FETTERO LF,
seeds. Scarcely a pound of butter is
Tehy will give you the most heat with the least
produced not more or less injured by
L e h i g h a nd S c h u y l k i l l
expense. At
----- A T T H E -—
Justice of the Peace
the flavor of some weed found growing
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
A. H. Gottshalk’s Collegeville,
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent. tin the pasture and eaten by the cows.
Will clerk sales a t reasonable rates,
And yet our farmers plod right along.
You can buy them a t the very lowest prices.
Agricultural Store
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
Manufactured from the best wheat by the most
The Appolo,Globe andGarfield Ranges,and others
They buy the newest and most improv
Can
be
found
all
the
latest
and
most
improved
Improved Facilities.
of the latest styles and patterns in stock. The
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday of ed farm machinery and many times the
Agricultural Machinery, including
Radiant Home, Opera, Crown, Cyclone, Prince
each week; also every evening.
ton, Heaters. Any king of Stove, Range, or
Quality Guaranteed. Lowest Market Frioes.
newest varieties of seeds, and yet know
Heater, not in stock will be furnished to custom
HENCH’S
Patent
CULTIVATOR
ing how greatly the weeds are yearly
ers at short notice at the lowest market price.
OHN H. CASSELBERRY.
Always on hand a full Stock of
AND D O U B L E R O W
EXECUTED
damaging their crops, they seem to
Large and complete stock of all kinds of
CORN,
COAL. - - COAL.
CA mile north of Trappe.)
care very little for their presence and
OATS,
Surveyor and Conveyancer make scarcely any effort to destroy
BRAN,
with Phosphate attachment—a machine that is
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by them.
MIDDLINGS,
given perfect satisfaction wherever sold. Call
mall will receive prompt attention.
RYE BRAN,
and see it or send for descriptive circular. Also
Nov8-6m. P. O. A ddress: Limerick Square.
Corn, Bran, Middlings,
Nor is this the worst feature of the the Champion Mower, Reaper and Cord Binders,
LINSEED MEAL, Ac.
greatly improved within the last year, it is now
LAMPS of every kind (including the Extension)
case
;
they
raise
the
weeds
and
scatter
Q H. DETW ILER.
most perfect and the lightest machine. I t can
O A TS, L IN S E E D M E A L ,
teg-L O W E S T C ASH PRICES.
A 8 P E C J A L T Y .
the seeds, thus keeping the careful, tidy be seen on any day at Yost's Agricultural Store.
-IN THE—
Good, clear Wheat received at all times.
Also all improved plows, Horse Rakes and all
AND CAKE MEAL.
A G E N T FOR
Surveyor and Conveyancer farmer (if there happen to be one near) improved Farming Implements used. All ma
chinery
sold
at
lowest
market
prices.
J. H. L A N D E S.
constantly watching and fighting to
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Also L EV E LIN G and GRADING.
GEORGE YOST,
Town.and Country Paint,—second to. none in
A SB E ST O S
keep his fields clean. Turned down
Collegeville) Pa.
IRON BRIDGE, P. O.
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—-a .cheap durable paint for barns and
Rahn Station, Moutg. County, Pa.
Sepl3 6m. when in full growth, weeds may havea
fencing.
O
A
L
1
low mamiarial value, but allowed to
D R . B. F. PLACE,
mature, ¡dry u p . and j blow away, they
I am prepared to sell a t my Fertilizing Works,
All kinds o f Jobbing done.
BEST MANNER
impoverish the Soil nearly as much as near Limerick Station, First-class Coal from 25
to 50 cents less per ton gross weight, than it^ean
some useful crop. Few crops but. are be bought elsewhere, and I am prepared to de
D E NT 1 S T ! !
if required.
more or less damaged in yield, and the liver the same,
W M
JACOB TftINLEY.
C O LL E G E V ILL E , Pa.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
market
value
reduced,
by
the
presence
Near Fenton’s Store. Branch. Office at Eaglevine. Will attend to Branch Office on Monday. of weeds. By far the heaviest tax borne T ADIES !
Qas administered.
by the farmer is his weed tax, and yet
Fall Styles are now out in Frizzes, Combs,
it is surprising how little effort is made &c.TheWe
J P. KOONS,
have a large stock on hand. Plenty of
•SUPPLIED-------to restrain their greatly increasing good , and cheap Switches. Nets find pins of
every description. Combings made up and hair
Housekeepers, Young and Old, if you desire to
Practical Slater ! ! plentifulness year by year.
bought.
E. M. AUGE,
save money visit my
16
E.
Main
Street,
Norristown,
Pa.
Take a look through Western New
R A H N 'S S T A T IO N Pa.
York.
The fence corners are filled with
For wound, dis
Dealer in every quality of Roofling, Flag
ease or other dis
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima thistles, golden-rod,, burdock,, teasel
ability. Widows, minor children and dependent
tes, and prices.
and hosts of others, higher than the parents entitled when death resulted. Claims
On Road leading from Skippackville to Collcgeville, 1% miles from the former place.
restoration, increases, bounty, back
fences, ripening millions of seeds to be reopened,
H. ELLIS
pay and discharges obtained. Apply at once,
wafted all over the cultivated fields. delay prejudices your rights. Fees fixed by law.
T H E N EW E A R L Y DAW N All Hinds of New and SecondAddress with stamp, the old established firm oi
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE
The stubble fields are covered with EDSON & CO., Attorneys and Claim Agents,
Carpenter and Millwright,
917
F.
St.,
Washington,
D.
C.
thistles and ragweed thicker than the
Hand Furniture
GR*ATER’S FO R D, PA,
first crop. The pastures, and in too
We have ju st opened in the store room Estimates made for work and contracts taken.
At the Very Lowest Prices,
next to the Post office, a very good assortment All work promptly done in a satisfactory manner* many instances the meadows, are white
Is not surpassed by any Heater in the market for
450-476
of first-class
with daisy and wild carrot. The heads
Chamber Suits, *
Cottage Suits,
superior excellence in every respect.
1ÍUNN A CO., o f th e 8 c ib n t ipic A m e r ic a n , con
Parlor Suits,
Lounges,
of ripple or buckthorn are far thicker
J7DWARD DAVID,
tin u e to a c t as Solicitors fo r P a ten ts, Caveats, Trade
Bedsteads,
Mattresses,
C opyrights, fo r t h e U n ited S tates, .Canada,
thau those of timothy. Hundreds of Marks.
E ngland, Frano«, G erm any, etc. H an d B ook about
Bed Springs,
Marple Top Tables,
P____________
a te n ts sen t____
free._ T h irty-seven rears’ experience*
Extensive Tables, •
acres
of
oats,
barley,
spring
‘
wheat
or
P a ten ts obtained tth rough MUNIT
. A
_ CO.
are noticed
_______
A l l W o llt! T .c ii t l i e r .
PAINTER and PAPER-HANGER,
Dining and Breakfast Tables,
In th e Sc ie n t if ic A m e r ic a n , th e largest, beet, and
m ost w idely circulated scientific paper. $3.20a year.
flax are golden with the mass of mus
Book Cases,
Bureaus,
W eekly. Splendid engravings a n a in terestin g in
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
Side
Boards,
Sinks,
form ation. .L,
Specim
__ en oopy o f t h e S c ie n t i f ic A m e r *
H A T S and C A PS, W ool and F u r .
tard or charlock blossoms, and nearly
let
'
..
**”U•N N h CO., S ciE N T in c
I c a n sen *t free
. A. ddress'M
All
kinds
of
Chairs, <fcc.
rders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
A m e r ic a n Office, 261 Broadw ay, N ew York. ; *
All kinds of second-hand t
Furniture.
*work in the line of painting, graining, and half the product at threshing time is
I
Our Motto : ONE P R IC E and Cash.
iper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer this worthless seed. In spite of our
Old
furniture
taken
in
exchange
for
new, such
j of the most improved patterns, warranted to give
ily furnished upon application.
as corner cupboards, cases of drawers, desks,
satisfaction. Stoves and Heaters will be
laws, the roadsides are also covered
high case clocks* wardrobes, <fcc. Books bought
&
put up at short notice. A full stock
J. H. HOTTSHALIi, Manager.
and sold printed by Christopher Sauer. You are
M H. KEELER ,
with these and other pernicious weeds
of all kinds of
welcome to come and examine my goods,whether
B A N K E R S ,
in rankest growth.
you purchase, or not.
-----F O R ----Norristown, Pa.
The careful farmers whose fields are
Painter, Grainer,
One of the best Local, Family and General
Geo. D. Detwiler.
newspapers published.
Now is the time to
not
so
overrun
and
whose
fence
lines
and Paper-H anger.
subscribe.
Tin-roofing and Spouting a specialty; all
are not such “ pestilential breedingwork done promptly and in the best man
TR A P P E PA.
C A L L A T T H E :ner. Jobbing neatly executed. Prices
Orders entrusted to me will receive prompt places,” are so rare that all we should
Interest
Paid
on
Deposits.
low
and
just.
Give
us
a
trial.
AND TH E B E S T AND
attention. Contracts made at reasonable figures.
COLLEGEVILLE
find in a whole day’s drive could be
All work done in a satisfactory manner.
M ONEY T O LOAN.
numbered on the fingers of one hand,
Where you will find a large supply of
JO H N M ILLER,
and they should have their names
and
Collegeville,
Pa.
CHOICE FAMILY FLOUR,
You should wait until you have seen the collec
broadly written on their premises at
BOUGHT AND SOLD.
tion of Wm. C. GORDON, Special Agent for
public expense so that all who pass
T A I L O R .
Hubbard Bros. In selecting a family bible it is
Corn, Oats, Wheat
highly important that yon get the latest and
TRAPPE, PA.
might do them homage. But Western T H E POPULAR
best edition, and no home is complete without
FOR LITTLE MONEY
and Screanings.
one. The complete Domestic Bible is positively Suits cut and made to order in accordance with New York is no isolated case. I have
DINING
ROOMS,
unlqualed for new and desireable improvements. latest styles, or in any style that may be desired.
GO
TO
Seventy valuable features, 2000 illustrations, 50 Fits guaranteed. Good work. Reasonable prices. traveled quite largely, and in no place
Corn Meal, Bran, Middlings,
Under Acker’s Building Swede Street, near
full page plates, mostly by the great French ar
W . H. Blanchford,
have I seen more care used in keeping Main,
Norristown,
tist Gustave Dore, and for elegant and durable gUNDAY PAPERS.
PROPRIETOR OF THE
out the weeds, or in cleaning out those
Linseed Meal, Sugar»corn Feed,
bindings of great artistic excellence are unsur
HARRY B . LONG, Proprietor,
passed by any in the maket.
Fresh
Bread,
Rolls
fee.«
already
introduced,
than
in
Western
Collegeville
Carriage
Works.
Is the place to go to get anything you may de
We would call especial attention to the superb
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
You will be sure of being suited, as I have HOMINY F E E D MEAL,
book entitled TREASURY OF SONG for the be delivered to those wishing to purchase along New York. I have been many times sire in the eating line, prepared in the best style,
Jum p Seat carriages, three or four kinds of Piano
a t moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest
Home Circle. A collection of 300 of the purest the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
M A L T SPR O U TS, &c.
Box carriages, also the Brewster, Dexter and
surprised at the extreme apathy, and and best in town, done up in every style. Remem
gems selected from the whole realm of song. every Sunday morning,
EVERY MORNING.
Eleptic carriage. Come and examine my work
Costing in sheet music many times the price of
deeply concerned lest we become, as ber the place and favor it with your patronage
and learn prices.
Having the latest most improved and conven
when in town.
the book. Here only $2,50 or $8,50 according to
HENRY YOST,
W. H. BLANCHFORD,
ient facilities for handling feed with the laeast
before said, a nation of weed-growers.
binding. Eminent citizens say : A ' treasury of
Collegeville.
Qollegeville, Pa. possible cost. I am enabled to defy competition
pleasure for every borne; Ju st .the Book. The News Agent,
Many of the States have now quite jpO R S A L K T
in the sale of all kinds of feed and grain, will
‘‘Treasury of Song,” or a nice family Bible for a
DIANOS
not be undersold by anyone. JS^T-Mso a iarire
holiday or birthday present. Wiil be pleased to
stringent laws, but none are so sweep
and well selected stock of the best L E H IQ H
p O R RENT
give all an opportunity to examine these valu
A Six-room Brick House, kitchen attached, lo
ing
as
they
should
be,
and
even
those
and SC H U YLK ILL COAL.
able books, or will respond promptly to any
cated on Barbadoes street, (No. 545),. Norris
Tuned. Pianos, organs, aud all other musi
Different flavors, daring the Season now open
order sent to my address.
cal instruments repaired in a satisfactory manner. which are in existence are not suffi town. In good repair; will be sold on easy
Tenements
in
Collegeville.
Apply
to
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
terms ; apply to
G . D . DETWILER,
WM. C. GORDON,
Also Teacher of music.
W, SUNDERLAND.
ciently enforced. We need in every
short notice, on reasonably terms.
JOear Skippack, Pa.
Collegeville, Pa.
FREDERICK LEITSCH, Trappe, Pa.

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

Hamess Emporium,

JOHN G. DETÎILER Propriété

O
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S
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HEALTH IS WEALTH!

We make Ladies Coats and Ulsterettes to
order.
HERMAN WETZEL,

I - <e:
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Gristock A Vanderslice,

W M . J . TH O M PSO N,

John G. Detwiler.

JOB PRINTING

Yorkes Station Mills.

Patent P m Straight,
aai Fancy Family Plot,

Stoves and Heaters.

COLLEGEVILLE

J

Colleplle, SHOE and EAT STORE.

BU Y TH E BEST

CORN

P L iA N T E R

TINW ARE AND

F L O U R ,

BEADY M1IED LIQUID PAINTS.

c

EXTRAORDINARY

A. H. Gottshalk,

New Store !

A LONG F E L T W ANT,

THE BEST

- A T THIS O FFICE.-

P E N S IO N S

At the Lowest Prices.

BARGAINS

KF1

Furniture Ware-Rooms,

HEATER

BOOTS and SHOES.

PATENTS “PROVIDENCE

J. Al.

Albertson

Sons.,

INDEPENDENT’

TINW ARE !

POPULAR BOOKS

Cheapest Family Bibles

STOVES and
RANGES

STOCKS

A .IM S IC K E R ,

BONDS

B A K E R Y ! If

wwait

Yerte Grain, FloorJ d & Coal Dept.

a Good Carnap

J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.

ICE CREAM!

A. C, LANDRS.

